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NATION

Federal Food Administrator in
Conference With County
Chiefs Tells How New Mexico Product Reached Goal'
1

EASTERN

PROFITEERS
HAD TO CUT PRICES

UNALTERED

People of Murman
Coast, Speaker Says Kaiser's Sea
Wolves Are Living Up to
Bordering on White Sea
and Arctic Ocean Turn
All
Other
Expectations;
Against Russia,
Statements Are Dreams,
(I'liUutcd War

hi

--

OF

WARFARE

STANDING

--
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Italians Steadily Forge Ahead Vice Admiral von Cappcllc, in
and Gain Terrain From InReichstag Debate, Says ReVienna
Admits
vaders;
ports of Losses Are ExAbandoning Positions,
aggerated by Allies,
ONLY LOCAL ATTACKS
ALONG WESTERN FRONT

EDITION

Dally by Carrier or Hall, 70e Month
Single Oopiea, 14
"
j.

An American Ship Finished This U Boat
,

CLEARED OF FOE

Monday, July 8, 1918.

CITY

Propaganda Against Pinto Unjust, Declare Experts, Who
Show Staple
Becoming
Popular in Many Markets.

h

lead

fV XO.N.NC JOU.-.- L ,r.C,.L I.A..0
By the Associated
Amsterdam, Julv 7.
Submarine,!
rrcss.)
are
There has been little activity of
Increasing in number and qual
S""",,,r,"U bl""y
1
t,,c
"
to
Vice
Admiral
Von AUumjo!
significance bearing on the general ity according
In the debate In the relohstag.
capelle
situation from the North Sea to Swit- He said reports of losses have been
zerland.
exaggerated by the allies.
Von Capelle's statement came In re
East of Amiens. Australian detachsponse
WESTERN
ments, with which the American at the to a reference to the assertion T OMMIE TELLS OF
SUBMARINES ARE
French under secretary of the
troops are brigaded
have pushed navy mat
of the
farther past from Hamel, south of the had been sunk while twice the numPomme.
The Australians advanced ber which Germany la able to build
T NIGHT
over a front of almost four miles there also are being destroyed.
STRIKE NOT TO .
DISCUSSED
"These figures are Incorrect," said
last Thursday.
In their last assault Admiral
Von
la
"as
also
the
Capelle,
they have surged ahead at the cencent statement by the Britsh minis-- r
ter of the new front. The operation
of marine that since January last
was successful. In that objectives were tne numDer sunk exceeded
IN THE TRENCHES
construcTAKE PLACE NOW
ON TROOPSHIPS
iounea ana me positions taken are tion. The facts are quite the reverse.
All reports about
losses spread
bolng held.
Along the southern side of the Lys by the enemy are exaggerated. As far
nniiciii mer nas Deen neavy artillery as the number and quality of our U- firing, especially in the Hinges sec- - boats are concerned our weapon Is Soldier Tells of His
Exper- Indefinite Postponement of the
Form Chief Topic of
iur.
tne
In April. increasing In strength.
wnen uunng
tne Germans fighting
had pushed far
"Many of you gentlemen recently
iences
on the Occasion of
Walkout Scheduled for To- ahead In the Flanders area, the battle attended a lecture by one of our subConversation Among Men
norm ana east or Hinges was most marine commanders who had Just reHis Initial Appearance at ; day Is 'Announced by the
turned from the barred cone. He deBeing Conveyed to Europe;
acsperate.
French Make Slight Advance.
scribed In detail al the defensive
thp Front Facing Huns,
Secretary of Labor,
In the French sectors In the Oise, measures which our enemies employ
Regular Boat Drills,
Solssons and Rheims sectors only pa- against the
His utterances
trol encounters have been
showed that our splendid
(BY H JSNtNS JOURNAL ReieiAL LKAMO WtAI)
1RV MORNINR JOURNAL
lY MOANIN JOURNAL IRtCIAL LIHIB WIRII
The Americans and French have been crews have stood their ground hith
1,1110 WII
London, July 7. What will tho first
Washington,
July 8. Indefinite
quite active near Chateau Thierry, erto against all the measures and I
London, July 7.
troopwhere the French have made some have every reason to believe they will night in the trenches be, Is a quesiion postponement of the strike of teleg- ships that bring overAlthough
solAmerican
that thousands of American soldiert raphers emplpyod by the Western
advance In the neighborhood of Hill continue to do so in the future.
,
have faced with perhaps some misgiv Union Telegraph - company, called to diers are so well protected that the
204. on the north side of which the
Sub War Is Efficient.
"Official publications by the admlr-alt- y ings, certainly with lively anticipa begin tomorrow,,. was announced by submarine menace Is virtually negliAmericans attacked and nwtured the
Wilson after he, gible, submarines throughout tho
staff are the most reliable basil tions.-- The experience of many of Secretary
village of Veux last week. The French
trip
report some measure of success while for Judging the military results of the them mustr be like that of a British had conferroo, ewer theniloughbdi'-soldibdescribed by Lord telephone with ' S. S. Konenkampf, are probably the chief subject of con
mo uermans cia.ra. m assaults wore submarine warfare. If now about
usually the reference to the
tons which were at the dispos Dunsany, captain of the inntakilllng president of the Commercial
repuisea with heavy losses.
.
undersea terror are Jocular, but it Is
Austrian troops have been pushed al of the enemy, already have been fusiliers.
pliers' Union of America.
back across the Plave. During the destroyed, the sinking of an average
Mr, Wilson's
'A man's first nluht In the front
telegram to Mr. apparent, that much serious thought
g
offensive last fall they crossed the of five big vessels is still Veporte 1, line is an
Is given to
IConenkamp said in part:
exporience,"
and that they loom
new channel of. the river and pushed daily, this is a guarantee mai ine he wrlte's. "It is like a man's first
"I earnestly request, In view of the largo
in iinmaginaltoii.
This upplies
aneaa lor some distance westward to- efficacy of the submarine ' war remains vote, or his twenty-firgeneral situation and the imperative to officers as well as to the men. A1!
birthday
unaltered."
ward the old river bed.
it is a milestone in his life, marking necessity of avoiding Interference, say frunkly they huvo no desire for
In the lesser offensive last month
Von Capello cited the statement by the change from the mimic warfare with tho prompt transmission of a brush with the
slinking, enemy
they made further progress there and Vice Admiral Sims that the ascending behind the lines to the grim realities communicfctions 'lich may bo ot craft.
'
crossea ine oia course, but were curve of construction, would soon cut Of actual conflict.
vital importance in tho prosecution
..
reason for this was neatly put
forced back, since the collapse of the the descending curve of submarine
the. wur, that steps to prevent any by The
a
of Infantry who recently
Perhaps I ran best explain how this of
Austrian drive, utaijans have been sinkings so that the allied powers experience
be taken until I can have a landed major
strike
affects
a
soldier
In
telllns
by
"KiKhtlng submaconference with you
steadily forging ahead In this region would bo able fully to replace thoi you the story of a recruit's first
and others. rines," he England.
night
said, "isn't our game." Jn
and it now is admitted by Vienna that losses.
Since
vote
tho
of
strike
in the trenches. Dick Cheeser, one ot
your organiz- that pithy explanation
he summed
all the Austrian positions to the west
"Almost simultaneously," he contin
men, was a ploughboy Just pant ation was taken, the circumstunces
the soldier's attitude exactly.
of the river have been abandoned. ued, "Edward A. Filene, president of my
IS when he enlisted, and not vet 19 surrounding the situation have ma- up
Fighting tho submarines isn't the
This restores to the Italians the west the shipping committee of the United when he went on his first
You know that It
changed.
sentry "go" terially
play
bank of the Plave from northwest of States chamber of commerce, said:
is generally agreed and that the army's game, and soldiers can't
In the front line.
the Montello plateau to the sea. There
"Spring of 1919 will have arrived
several times has declared it because they don't knownIs how. If
was
a
was
"It
president
dawn
aulet
and
night
con
Is
of
curve
attucked there nothing
their ship
seems to be some indication that before our
shipping
only an hour or so distant when that in this crucial time no strike
the ' curve of
except march on deck
fighting of a serious character may be struction cuts
Cheeser look his post. Tho corporal Is justified if any other means of for them to do
In
All
statements
o take to the lifeboats.
on
and
published
Macedonian
the
front.
sinkings.
prepare
Impending
aro
available
him
told
grievances
to
where
adjusting
him
stand,
warned
Vienna reports a heavy attack by newspapers about a decrease In sink- to
Defensive measures rest with the
keep a good lookout and left him. or In sight."
the
French and Italian troops. Positions ings are based on hopes and
Mr. (fompers' telegram follows In transport's naval guns and with solwas
"There
in
Dick
alone
Cheeser,
were taken, but Vienna says the al- dreams."
escorting destroyers. They, us the
the dark, with an army In front of part:
wane
lies were driven out. The French say
the
fun,
"This afternoon Secretary Wilson dier sees it, have all
him, eighty yards away, a resourceful
the positions taken have been held.
must stand by, eager to
crafty and desperate enemy. The still- invited me to confer with him in tho soldier
hand.
a
take
Russia in Limelight.
to
but
helpless
ness of tho night only added to Chees regard to the threatened telegraphic' fight,
Russia has again come to the forb FOREIGNERS ARE
OffUjOrH Feel KcsiislbHlly.
I am In entire accord
er a feeling of responsibility.
The situation.
In the assassination at Moscow of
The army officers feel keenly their
stillness awed him. There had not with the views he expressed. You
Count Von Mirbach, the German ambeen a shell all night. lie put his head as well as the telegraphers know responsibility In such an unfamiliar
bassador. It is expected this will reJt devolves upon them to
ovel- the parapet gingerly and waited. how thoroughly I am In accord with situation.
sult in sending of German troops
and them in the problem aiw clear the ship of every man and ge
Nobodv fired at him. He felt.
BIT
DOING
THEIR
you
there.
how that the night was waiting for admitted wrongs the telegrapher thorn into their proper boats.
The people of the Murman coast,
In order to do this with the great-em- .
nun, mot something uncanny and un- have endured and my earnest desire
Arc-- 1
the
and
Sea
the
White
bordering
nossibla celerity and precision.
the
to
and
have
roctilled
to
wrongs
would
soon.
Ho
expected
happen
tic ocean, have turned against Russia.
heard voices In a communh.-atlnavoid any hindrance to our govern- the commanding military officer and
It is reported from Copenhagen. It is
HELP ALLIES trench somewhere behind' him; there ment's war program even in the his assistants carefully workonouta their
said that Supplies from the United
were a few sentences of gruff, unin- slightest is my warrant to urge you plans before the ship sails,
larse
have
distributed
been
States
among
uioiisuno
telligible conversation; the. voices died to at onco exercise your every power vessel carrying several
the people there. American, French
the
tui
the
to
time
was
There
a
Is
quarter
strike
for
away.
a
It
necessury
postpnno
long silence.
troops
and Britsh marines are known to be
Cheeser fell to wondering whether the and give every agency the oppor- men on all docks, some far down In
petrolling certain sections along (he
aan Antonio. Tex., July 7. Natives night was black or gray; he stared tunity of making good and doing the vessel. The task, then, Is to get
Murman coast.
of China, refugees from Mexico and at the night to study its exact color; justice."
them all up. on the boat dock with
of the United me nignt stared back at him, and
'
Interned
prisoners
least delay and without confusion.
the
CAMP MAIL ORDERLY
Htatca. 4G0 Chinese at Fort Sam seemed to be threatening him; it was KON'EXKAMP RK8L1KDS
Boat drills begin soon uftor tho ship
ORDKIt TO WALK OCT leaves port. Each man ts assigned to
and Camp Travis are doing Bray, gray ana artful, like a cat or f
IS ADEPT MARKSMAN Houston
the part to help the allies of their fog.
a particular boat, and It is highlyin re"It was uncar.r.y, thought Cheeser.
Chicago, July 7. 8. J. Konenkamp,
that when the troops,
country to win the war.
If
abandoned
of
tho
shells would come, or Germans, of president
Commercial TelegratttV MOKNtMfl JOUKMAL SMCIAL LUUB
When General Pershing
to the alarm signal, are .moving
sponse
In
sent
of
the
Villa
Union
at
America, tonight
all, you would know how phers'
anything
Camp Kearny, San Diego, Calif. his pursuit of Francisco
from the lower decks that thoro bo
to Secretary up
the mall reaches the mountains and deserts of western Chi- to .take it; but this deathly quiet, like the following telegram
July
interference and congestion on the
no
mist over huge valleys! AnythlnR of Labor Wilson In repjy to a message
men of Various organizations In the huahua, Mex., and started back to the
secmight happen. Cheeser waited and requesting that the strike set for tofield was illustrated on the recent border, thejChlnese colony in that
The problem presents a number of
field maneuver of the 115th field sig tion packed their belongings onto wag- waited, and the night waited, too. He morrow against the Western Union difficulties, each of which Is studied
out
relt
to
that
deferred:
were
trailed
thoy
nal battalion. A motorcycle orderly ons, carta and burros and
watching each ' "Your
care. So perfect was tho system
telegram has been receivd with
,0
brought the mall from Camp Kearny behind the American expeditionary other, the night and he, both crouchbig transport that the
and would say that the commercial on one on
.
to the field carrp, arriving while the force. They feared Villa and hla ban- ing, ready to spring.
be brought
could
board
" aetlve that hlf telegraphers have been anxious at troops
men were gathered for a "sing fest." dits would carry out their threats to
their
throbbed with the physical exer- all times to do everything within their from all paits of the ship towithin
The music stopped while the letters kill all Chinese In Mexico and General
less
deck
on
the
upper
tion
of
avert
to
to
a
re
strike
He
was watchinf power
and your
thinking.
were distributed, standing In the cen PerBhlng gavel them permission
minutes.
five
than
coltne
and
under
to
circumstances
JTiJ!
his
you
with
a
an(1
quest
mall
Of
the
border
ter
eyG"
the group,
ea!?
Imaglnatloa
orderly called proceed
Precautions are Iwrcaseil.
hoping to anticipate by a second oi have mentioned will be cheerfully
",
out the name of each addressee. If umn. .: :' .
two the dread
When a transport approaches the
but
to
I
with,
desire
complied
th
that
point
N.
fell
he
M.
that man was present, he answered
at
something
Columbus,
are InArriving
was sure to happen soon in the
out the great danger of further lock- submarine aone, precautions
s
according to his fancy. The favorite Chinese were placed in an Internment
men must
and
All
offlcera
mist
of
creased.
reWestern
No
outs
the
Union
as
Man's
the
by
Land. He
reply was a wave of the arm and the camp until arrangements were made
of throwing a stone out Into sult of today's meeting which, may de- - wear their life preservers constantly,
cry "Hyo,,K which passes for here at between representatives of the United thought
got well into
tn
our
all
blackness,
to
to
efforts
see
and when the ship hasIssued
tH
stroy
roll can.
what
just
would
States immigration department,
for the
the sone, orders are
The malt orderly tossed the letter Chinese government and the tongs jo happert. Then he began to wish foi wnn tne government."
men to sleep In their clothes.
10 its owner, sailing some or mem which the Chinese belonged for their his boyhoods slingshot,
bo that he
No lights of course .are shown, lo
catapult a nice round stone
through the air thirty feet or more transfer to San Antonio. Here they could across
the darkness into' th
the Jnadverte"ift!:'"1
were allotted to the army camps and right
ts the designated man.
guard againstwhose
BODIES RAV E
flare
After that the singing was suspend- - post, where they do all classes ot German line.,
of a match
PA linll! IpttArH wdia mail
.V work for the army and do il well. A
wJ.nd blew
the nKh. too
the vessel's presence to a lurking
-Xr
dot year- no one is permitted on
toi
many or tne Chinese are weaitny, S moment a t,'me
the
lane in the mist over No
dark with the exception of
having owned stores and ranches In
see
Mexico. They have endowed a bed
crew. Sentries are posted to
REEN TAKEN F ROM that this
in the American hospital at Neuillyi out the mist closed round again. 'No'
THE WEATHER
order ,-1- strictly obeyed
- &
France, gave what was characterized night seemed to say, you can't guess
An amusing
as the largest chop suey party evef
which was cartransport
m'.l?t, whnd thawe8'ne hush In,
British
huge
.FORECAST.
number of
given in Texas as a Red Cross bene
rying a particularly large
subscribed to Red Cross funds. thought the sentry. , What are thost
fit,
soldiers.BOAT'S
American
WRECKAGE About nine o clock one ' evenlni.
Denver, Colo.
July 7. For New and many have bought Libert Bonds
P,an"ing in all thos.
"lly5n!nle8
Mexico; Monday and Tuesday general- and Thrift. Stamps. Many of the Chi
silencer .
canned
.
.til.
local
the
In
thundershowers
nese nave
ly fair, except
very lights were few anrt
for Dermlasion o .rEI?n
heart of the 'one a sen.
the
through
north portion Monday; not much nlist In theapplied
one went P. far
United States army,
,
wtl7tmJ.Wbm
a
nnticed
ray of light playing
!
MORNINR
JOURNAL RRCIAL LIARID
shadow seemed to
change in temperature.
WIM)
hrood over the valley; black sit and
Arizona: Monday and Tuesday partPeoria.
n
Ills.,
I.
Seventy-seveJuly
EAST ST, LOUIS MAN
shapes bodies had been recovered
V grewup and vanished in the shadow.
ly cloudy with local thundershowers
tonight
east portion; not much change in temThe rocket faded and the hills went from the wreckage of ? the steamer
TO
HEAD
B,
O.
P.
E,
;
' "a':--.- .
The
perature.,
Da?.k ,nt mystery again, and Cheeser Columbia.
Earl.R, Barnwoolt, a diver they crepi
still peered level over the ominous today said there were fully twenty, light momi."j
th
iOCAIi REPORT.
W MORNim JOURNAL SKOAL LUlU WIMZI
v
five more bodies pinned within the
valley
Atlantic City, N.. J.. July 7i
1' th daners and sinister shaper wreckage of the excusion steamer.
oi a m.
A summary of local weather condi,
Bruce A. Campbell of East St. Louis aid sevll destinies that
the sentry , An investigation of the sinking Is made out the figure
tions for the twenty-fou- r ' houi-- endlmc will be the next grand exalted ruler faced that night cannot
United States inspectors
under
be
way.
under
was
pictured
he
at
of the Benevolent and Protective or described in mere' words.
p. .m. yesterday follows: Maxiwas were at the scene of the tragedy and
mum' temperature, 90 degrees- mini- Order of Elkt as the result of p re only two hours that he stood It
there, questioned survivors. They also sum- arrest ,
.....v nfrwr in com- mum. 1; range, 29; at s p. m., !; convention sessions of the admlnls- - and.
not a shell, fell in all that time, moned members of the crew whom
southeast winds; nartlv cloiiriv.
'"
tfstlon. here. t9tor,
rman stirred,"
and, not a
they questioned aeDarateJy,
i,
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Washington, D. C. July 7.
Rationing of coal to householders was announced tonight by
tho
fuel
as
administration
among plans designed to prevent
h threatened shortage of coal
next winter.
Kach domestic consumer will
be allowed only us much coal
us is necessary to heat his house
to 68 degrees, providing every
conservation rule hns been obeyed.
The allowance,
the announcement said, will bo sufficient for comfort,
but "tho
and wusteful conthoughtless
sumer who finds his allowance
gone before the end of the winter will have only himself to
thank if he has no fuel with
which, to heat his house."
The plan Involves a depart- - '
mont of allotments in connec-- "
lion with each local fuel administrator's office. The system
will be put Into operation at
once. Kach order' for coal will
be censored by comparison with
tho ruling of the house, where
the coal is to be used.
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Householders to
Be Put on a Coal
Allowance at Once

two-thir-

FIS

st

,

at

claimed. "I have to use a flashlight
for the work I'm doing here.'
However, tho sentries hud their orders.

They were to

arrest

anybody

that showed a light on deck. So their
captive proested in vain. Tho soldiers
called their officer of the day. He decided to turn the prisoner over to tnu
ship's captain. Up to the bridge tho
watch officer was taken and when the
captain saw him and heard the details
he almost choked with laughter.
It will be a 'ong time before that
officer Is permitted to forget his ar
rest on his own ship by American
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product and found t th.anct,mo,rleb,
rous immediately
to
beans as of that stripe and refused

'
buy them.
Pinto Swatted the Michigan

PT"

Ercd-rhVm-

In
Washington. July 7. Casualties
the army and marine corps In tho
forces InAmerican expeditionary
creased by 703 during the week, compared with 497 the previous week, and
aggregate 11,088 with the Inclusion of
today's army list, giving 117 names
6S
and the marine corps list giving 291
names. Total deaths, Including
mnn inm at sea. men. killed In action,
died of wounds, disease, accident and
other causes, number 4.414 army
men, 3,917; marines, 497. Tho wounded aggregate 6,169 army men, 6,200;
In action.
marines, 869. Those missing 603
army
Including prisoners, total
men,-452marines, 51.
Of the week's increase, 438 were
Killed In
army men and 265 marines. numbered
action and other deaths
285, those wounded totalled 302 and
the missing and prisoners 113.
The army casualties summary, as
officially announced today, follows:
Killed In action (Including 291 lost
nt sea, 1,674; died of wounds. ' 532;
died of dlsoaso, 1,322: dlod of accident
and other causes, 489; wounded In action, 6,200; missing in action (including prisoners), 452. Total, 9.509.
Tho murine corps casualty summary
follows: .
Deaths- - 437: wounded, 969: irt hands
of eneiAy, 2; missing, 49. Totuli 1,517.
Officers Included In tho friarlne
corn summary were:
Deaths, 21; wounded, 28; missing, 2.
The army summary does not note the
number of officers Included.

-
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.New. Meic Mnto bean
of Jterbert Hoover
united State government mot anl
thMichigan navy bean on its own ground
and licked It to a frawile was told in
an entertaining manner by Federal
Administrator for New Mexico
Ralph C. Ely yesterday afternoon t
the conference of county administrators. Incidentally thla performance by
the spotted beauty of tho
Arneri
can desert resulted In a great
big patrlotle
service to the country by teaching
white bean profiteers a lesson that
will have a wholesome effect on the
entire bean Industry, b It pink, spot-tospeckled, red white or blue, ii
brief tho New Mexico calico frijol
saved the bean situation In this coun
try In a very critical period and put
In a strong punch toward winning tha
war which is of course tha highest
mlsMi;on any bean could have.
Sample Are Shown.
Mr, Kly exhibited samples, to begin with, of the Japanese long and'
short cranberry bean, the Manchuria
bean, tho Chilean barritos bean, the'
California pink beans and other bean
which have presumed to try to put It
over on the only original' pinto; How,
formidable is the competition of the.
Manchurtan bean may be understood"
when it Is stated that it lagrowrt with
labor paid at the rate of 17 cents a
week or fifteen cents a day at the very
highest limit. "We put our product at
say ten cents la competition with such
beans ut four .cents",, said Mr. Ely, .
"sometimes with little better growing
Implements, a hoe In New Mexico beIng little different from a hoe In Manchuria, or Japan."- Hla comparison
was made on the basis of the Japanese
short cranberry, Which most closely
resembles the New Mexico pinto In
appearance. These eastern beans undersell the pinto by more than half
after coming thousand of miles to
New York markets.
Mr. Ely pointed out that 'ast year
the pinto was comparatively unknown,
tho California pink bean much mora
popular, the bayo leBS known, and the
white or navy bean having come Inta
the Civil war.
popularity only since Mr.
Ely, "there
"hast year." said
were four principal obstacles to th
movement of our beans: the
supply ruloa
wholesale and
rule
of the food administration, the
of
that tfealers ehouid pay on a basis the
actual cost and not speculation,
of
national embargo on shipments
movement of
beans abroad, and the, to
coun-....- ..
this
the Manchurlan beans
the Jap
I,. r.ni..t.4 nut that the
much
cranberry bean had Injured
i!i

American ,mU,,

EUROPE-ASI- A

SPAN

MAY BE BUILT

SOON

(AaRoeluted I'rmw Corrapomlene.)
Amsterdam, June 10. The plan to
connect Europe with Asia by bridging
the Bosphorus has now assumed a
more tangible shape, according to the
Uamanische LJoyd. The bridge will
have separate tracks for a railway, a
tram line, and for vehicular and pedestrian traffic, i Its total length will
be "2.200 yards, and Its elevation 140
feet above sea level, so as to allow
for the passage, of the latest vessel.
.

suddenly

dlc08IT"

having
under $
hat hey could not get by
advantages of
a bushel With the beans
on
they put
con20 to 25 cents retail. The
sumer couldn't see It and began to
The
something else be. de. bean.
decided lo
food administration the"
ftnd P"h
take over the pintobean
market and
break the white Mr. Hoover
put on
stop profiteering.
our. beans
a. publicity campaign for
were th.
and showed the feople they
Iteers

most desirable on io white
m the thirty d)yi the
water and
forced IgnomWusly to
"bushel. The
It went baojt down to
they
navy bean men didn't like It:Mexico
cussed out and villified New food
aa
her
and her pinto bean and
o recognise
mlnlstrator; but they had
ot
out
a profit
that they can make
a bushel.
white beans at
Should Finance Movement.
Mr. Ely pointed out that warehouse,
elimispeculation has been entirely bean
nated in the case of t the pinto
a seasonal
that it Is an annual,-nocrop: that It has always been a cash
to
crop and that is lust as necessary the
finance It properly as to finance
wheat crop, although the government
dohas not come to the point yet of
a
staple," he said. Ma es
ing so. "This
absolutely essential human food.
sentlal to the people of the nation
o
and to the army, and It should the
' the price to
properly protected;stabilized
and
farmer should be
profits should - be kept within
mid-me-

n's

reasonable limits."
Greatest Wealth, Producer.
"One of the very biggest thing
be done for New Mexico."
can
that
said Mr. Ely. "Is to stabilise the price
and the standard- of this peculiar and
unique product.- With due respect tor.
cattlemen, who mar differ with me.
I want to say that tho pinto bean can
bring us more wealth than any other
product. , The vast productive area!
suited to It reaches million, ot acre.
Year before last the crop averaged
868 pounds to the acre on forty-fivfarms. Last year, the worst In history.
It averaged 200 pounds.. The beasj
costs not to exceed t an acre 16 produce, and we can become wealthy
while performing . a great national
service by increajlR
Its prodcyoa
e)

.
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.

?

try

-

i

on our
f'!
beans; we mi I. pr. ,du e beans, not
pebbles; w mus t m; i cood. Seed, bet-o- n
the pinto
lor culture, CQncciiir
variety and make t I avolutcly good."Mr. Kly also urt
that the govern.
ment should regti' I e the production
of potatoes, elaimin;;-los- that an immense
occurred last ":r because of the
lack Of dehydrating ; .Vnts to preserve
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To Christen Destroyer
For Hero Husband

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS
v '

Paris, July 7. American troops
stationed in a sector of tho Vosges re
gion' carried out a raid laiit night in
which prhioners were taken, todays
French war office statement shows.
With tha execution of artillery act
ions in tho region cast of the
Villers-Cottere-

Long-po-

TO MOHNINO JOUffNAl,V
" I
nvh.n uritti

CSPCCIAl. CbRREtPONOtNCC
CnMn tvn Till.. 7
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'"fSfc,"'

Tho list included Lieutenants WesFreul and Frank C. Linn, Jr., both
of Ban Antonio,
and Private D.
Spencer, C'anutillo, Tex., killed in action. Lieut. Ralph L. Warren, Carlsbad. N. M.. Sergeant J. Ennls, 3831
Newton, street, Denver; Private Irus
A. Bell, Lcadville. Colo., were severely
wounded.
Private John B. Ardis, Brownficld,
Tex., missing In action.Others In the list follow:
Killed tn Action.
Sergeant Doy I,. AileTi, l.ykins, Icy.;
Corporat Harry T. Gale, Weldon, Ills.;
S. Graven,
Cook William
Meriden,
Cortn.; Wagoner John A. Hamilton,
Meinrad
Lehigh, Iowa; Privates
SanFrantisco; Alex, Backer,
Springfield, Mass.; Lee I. Brown, Syracuse, Kansas; Walter Daetwiles,
Janesvillo. Wis.; David Doctor, Brooklyn; Lloyd E. Hutcheson, Meridion,
Idaho; Edward H. McLin, Canton,
Missouri; Baven K. Patterson, San
Francisco; Domenlco Pattl, Tisna.
Italy: Frederick J. Kenn, Epplng, N.
P.; Ernest Rpssell,. Tjtwrence, Mass.:
Leed ,D. Saxton, Be.Mderc, Neb.; FVed
A. Sell, Chelsea, Iowa; Gust Shellburg
Tapjien, N. P.; John J. Sheridan,
Newark, N, J.; John W. Shumare,
South Charleston, W. Va.: Floyd H,
Wood. San Francls?o; Joseph Zboran,
Dunkln, Pa.
itlvd From Wounds.
Lieutenants Char'es A. Dean. Chicago; Harold L. Plnkham, West
Mass.; Sergeants Cyril Mosher,
New Haven; Body F. Mulligan, 10- n.
neka, Kans.;
Corporals nine
Hatcher, Boston, Georgia: Edward D.
Oencseo, Ills.: Privates
Pritchard,
v.
Anita.
Iwrence. Mass.;
Chester A.' Fleet. Lynn. Mass.: BarNew York: Wesley
ney Ginsberk,
Heffnor, Chanceford, Pa.: Earl Horr
ton, Cincinnati; James H. Ilura. Wrennv,in. nenro-- Maelnnis.
V. McCauley,
tha'm, Masfi.;
Wyli
Summerville. oa.! (jus iviorrm.
tezuma, Ind.: Ado'f William Mueller,
North
Frt Podge, Iowa; Ben Nudd,
:
Seattle.
Piriil nl ileasc.
,.n1 Tlannl., FnlVPV. NpW York
r
rrt Dalv. North Troy,
N. Y.: Frank M. Hensley. Seattle: Bar
ney C Ivey. Boston. Oeorgia:H. iramr
Ark.: Lvman
Payne,
Nelson, Roa.nnnn
Rucker,
Tlnslev
Schaich,
Oglesby. Ga.: Robert Henry
c.m.u..,
Talmace, Kans.; unuoru
Brockton. N. Y. "
Pled o Aoroninno .cciuem.
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Indians, within

.
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ITAICO

WIOCl

The
Vlnrl nil .Tniv 7 (via London).
,un
text of the war oftico statement to.lay
a
the
of
other
at
listmcnt
dayi ..
Oallup
. ..
.
X .....
l .
not
rift'wai n - reads:
uin: Ciuei UlI Kite iiii.vnjui;ii,
"As tho Delta of tho Pinvc could
tirtll n t o;)l in flirt
trd.Au
thnrnfiM
production and of merchandising ol statement which has been Issued from have been' hold without heavy sacribean within the state ms well as withwe have withdrawn our troops
L1IU.
WILIIIII
JJUBl WtKB fice,
to the
out, an concluded by appealing for WHHniTlKU'II
ofweiu Utiirtnil there
tho
voices
w,nicn
words
ro
in
which
many
cleaner, tandard beans, something to
on tho eastern wins
positions
"is
assurance
the
Indian
dyke
ficial
that
be achieved best by Joining ihe state
.
war to the limit." .The sarho of the main orancn..
bean growers' association.
Colorado, in the
was carried out during
he declared, had b?cn alleging that
way
nis
The enemy felt
resume of, his July
rucr.
itsbeann nif.red by rMmn of i It nhort time a incomplete
mo war. Doin in ine mid-da- y
yesterday as far as the
Krailn of Now Mexico bonus and participation
of
in
and
of
WOIIieperuiit
"East
service
actual
metter
military
considcraV-8a"
damage had been done
campaigns that liave been back strong BaUan
the rcpii utlon of tho slate crop tho various
for fluids to carry on the war, Buinary hand to hand fiKr.tlnf,.
wngPfl
andthereby.
u.111 im insiieit liv Cnto .Sells, commis
Albania, French
r
sioner of IndiHii affairs.
Tho statement In. part follows:.
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slav peasants
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KL'nlluliH-

Withhold grain

from invaders

id
hi
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In IIia

Ii

II

unn'lf.A

and Ihe Red Cross with an enthimiasm
unsurpassed ny tntjir wiine nrcinren
and iiouring out tlieih treasure freely
by suliseriptions to the Liberty Loans,
the Indians arc doing their share with
a fine courage which gives ono more
illustration of the incapacity of the
German mind for computing the bond
between races when engaged in a
fight for freedom.
"Subscriptions by Indians to the
Liberty lonns have totaled nearly
according to figures compiled by Cato Fells, commissioner of
Indian sTairs. That is a per capita
subscription of about $40 for all Indians in the United States.
"The number of Indians In tho milis more than
itary services probably
5,000. About 2.200 of tho total have
been Indexed and classified showing
1.S00 in the armVj 300 in the navy
and 100 In oilier military work. Their
willingness to bear their share of the
life
hardships and danger of military
is evidenced by the fact that 1,000 of
servfor
those classified volunteered
ice, while 600 were drafted probably
a greater percentage of volunteers
than r.an hfl ntinwn hv 8HV other Of th?
numerous races represented in the.

(Ajwoclntfd Prri t'orrrKixindrnrr.)
'Vologda, June l.Inforinotion has
reached the American ombnwy hore
that the peasants in the I'kra'mo.dis-trict- ,
ill
whence Germauy exprctr
to
obtain the larser.t port or her now
iii
grain supply, are sowins only enough
grain for their own needs..
Fearing that their land r'ill bo confiscated or divided
or their grain
hi
taken away from them, tln-- are putin
little
seed,
in fact, in
very
ting
iii i
many cases the seed Itsclr has been
confiscated, either by Cirmann, various factlonary nrtnies or r'jvuis bands
la !
of soldiers.
In some of tho villages which tho united states.
Germans occupied,
they seized all
"As a soldier tho Indian makes good
44 with a rush. Indian schools, with an
grain excepting four poodn
must
which
pounds) per inhabitant,
attendince of 30,000 annually, hav
fit
t.
last the jicople until tho Into fall
military drill, almost without exception and to preliminary training in
Conditions throughout the nisian military life, the young Indian Boldlcr
in
wheat fields, according to loports to nuilK
niin,.,,ii.r fino nhvMinue. One
the 'embassy, are 'nimilar to t'los-- of Indianiiniiiiiuiiciij
school has a service flag with
the Ukraine. Land troiil.lea, wherein 150 stars all but fifteen representing
i village fights villasc for tlie land, and volunteer enlistments. Another school
absence of workers from t!n fields, has a flag with 175 stars.
have contrubuted, us well k fear of
".Sons and grandsons or tunieis .uim
""
ieiaure, to tho failure to tsow more Grass.- Joseph, John Gall and other
than SO. or 40 per cent of the fields.
Indian leaders are In the United
AS conditions of actual atarvatlon Staten urmy now.
comIn
have prevailed
Jii.my Rurnian
"Indian women, likewise, ore doing
munities for several nirmtim. nrtual Tielr share by siding in Hod Cross
iff viertoi'"
famine Is fading mllllonu of Uussians, work. Although a complete vocational
p fmif vesit'H
.,..
. rr:
in nursing is ot
HOW Oil
- UTAH SAMMY
PUTS
comparative recent introduction in thei
larger schools in tne. reservation", for
ONE OVER CENSOR young women bavo been accepted are
f
others
hospital rervice abroad nnd work.
Inbeing prepared for similar
re wmt
adj uiv MOANiNa jounKt ft'rriM ,
attractive
school
carry
dian
papers
iljdgan, Utah, .luly 1. Tliere Is one
for tho Bert Cross. One
censor connected with the censorship vertisements
banreservation boasts of a Hod Crossafterwork in Europe who retain-- , his sense ner
Saturday
In every home.
Of humor, and there in a Logan boy
to
women
noons are devoted by the
who slioceoded imtelilng when he em
nnd the
hospitals
for
army
sowing
barked from the United g.aten and
their holidays to gathl fH
when he arrived on French soil, and boys give up
moss in the bogs and
ering sphagnum
the dates were not censored, either. nurhH
use in
pads and
I writing to his mother hore be rc- - ambulanceforpillows." surgical ,
marked that he wan not permitted to
give either the date of hiB departure
or
, arrival, uut.aduea:
"But I can .tell you that I started BE ON LOOKOUT
across on Aunt Jane's birthday and
reached here on Billy's Igrthday."
r-At the bottom of the letter appeared
tho following comment from the censor: "This in ono on the censor, but
FOR EPIDEMIC
it goes."'
bdB
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ASQUITH'S SON WINS

.THIRQJU5. 0,
.Unchaq

OF

MEDAL

(Awoclafcil Vmm rorrmpnnilcnre

London, July 7. An accounl of how
Brigadier Genera) A. M. Asqlilth, son
of the former prime minister, won
his third D. 8. O., is given In the official
Gazette, Which savs:
'
"He went through a heavy barrage
and made a succepsful recotinalnee
of an advanced position. Later, In the
bright moonlight, he rcconnoiterod
aanie buildings which were reported
to be occupied by the cnem'. T(io
enemy opened fire, but he enteve.l t ne
Of the buildings and found It oc?upied
bjr an exhausted Hritlsh garrison. He
returned under heavy fire, and
bronght up three platoons to relieve

Vrtufeiuiniw
t nndnn. July

no

them."
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THREE NATIONAL
TEAMS IN FIRST
PLACE IN WEEK
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Little Rook, Ark., July 7. Three
were killed today In two
pitched battle between officers and a
band of, twenty-fiv- e
or more alleged
aeserters and their supporters in a
woods, eight miles west of Hebe r
persons

1'rvtrrniiHei

Ass'".)

7.la the world face
iv, inniher interpationnl cpl

.

papVt

f

LUEIIZI

known
demle of influenza, commonly
In America aa "Uio grippe .
The obnoxious disease first became
epidemic in Spain a tewo. uinnuis,
victim to
Kven King Alfonso fell
Hardly a city or town in Spain '

n.

Then it spread to Germany, and the
fco
German army lecame infoctod.
Hint-hin- d
widespread wss the epidomic in the
that the delay In resuming
r:.,.r,Un .lrivn on the western front
aucrlhori to it.
liau l.i.
Now the Influenza has spreadsuf-to
Kngland. and whole counties are, has
fering frdm It. Tho epidomic
reached tho midlands, schools have
i,i..n rinaeri to nrevcnt Us further
spread and many mins and factories
tiree in danger oi niuvuiw ........
It seems likely that the epidemlec
will noon assume the proportions or e
pandemic, os in Bpain and Germany,
Wlil the disease spread to the Unit
ed States and cripple that country I
war industries also?
The nrcsent prevalence of the dl

the
Springs, . Ark. Camp Pike hue been ease Is the most widespread sinceWhen
onldemic of 1889.
asked to furnish, soldiers to aid in the world-wid- e
was
af'
man-nuvery country on the globo
fucted. There were recurring cpidem
it in 1893. 1891 and 1895. but they
THE, HAT SHOP
were viewed as recrudescences of the
persisting epidemic of several" years
'.
Will close July is for remodeling. before.
w have Bfty. new. hats which ntui Tho crlnne plaguo seems to have no
be closed, out before that date. Come system In spreading itself. It jumps
in and pick out a hat and we wilt make from one country to another, over sea
tne price 4rresisuwe. Mrs. U it. Cham. and mountains. That was the caseIt
In 1889. In tho present epidemic
nerun,. 10, South Fourth street.
has jumped Franco and the ' Knsllsh
channel to England.
Of course there is always more or
less of la grippe in America, both, winter and summer: But English physi
cians are warning' their brothers in
the United States to be on the lookout
for a real epidemic.
JV
Influenza la extremely Infectious
and is caused by a microbe to sclen
tists as "Pfelffer's bacillus." The- fact
that It hag a Oerman name Is no guar
anty that its present spread 1b due to
a German plot to make the whole
world sick, for Germany was ono ot
the first nation attacked.
Everybody knows to his sorrow
the symptoms of the disease, and it is
important, If the disease Is to be
checked, to consult a physician and
dose up with quinine immediately they
'
are
.
.
coming ORf
.

univtwo
Kinqs

pf corn
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Crctn '
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cbend-
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BRITISH.
wrested

were immediately
by a counter.

Jin

London,

by .thewi.r -

We captureu
a machine gun in

villcrs

ancl in

o

'Mrs. Evelyn Thnmus bus been
chosen to christen a new destroyer
with tho name of her husband, Lieu
tenant Clarence Thomas, who was
one
of the first American officers to
t
lose his life in the war. He went
nfl down on
the oil tanker Vacuum,
,
which was sunk oft, the Irish, coast
early in 3917. .

,,,

,

Med-for-

d,

ui

the Hinges sector.
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ITALIAN
Kalian official
Rome, July
statement today reads:
.. "Between
the Sile and
our troops, bavins reaced with per'The
new
f?ct
e an inc nr,"i. "
enemy to the
Viave and driven the now
1
ot
are
river,
other side of the on
tho vast tract or
or
tying theniHclvcs
ground recaptured, every yard
Btr"B- which shows traces of the cP'c
uw
gle and furnishes prooi mm than he
my's losses were much higher
had foreseen.
army, corns
"The Twenty-thirthe difficult opera
..i,,i
nan added new
tion victoriously,
laurels to bs glory, tne "" distindivision particularly
'of the
guished itself. The bearing
was splendid.. i nu
troops
""';
......,.. ,..v,r., wore n marine regiment
and parties of tho royal customs
"
araor. i
fought wuni.ium
,guard,
..p v.
nnd the royal
the
to
navy group contributed notably
success with its very effective fire,
"Our own and the allied airplanes
and those of the Italian royal navy
participated with unusual, daring.
Special honor for the great valor
sapper
shown Is duo the Thirty-thir- d
battalion of engineer".
"On the Asiago plateau a French
,.,.i..,l nut n lirlllinnt mill into
.,..!
the enemy lines at Zochi, overcoming
struggle and
tho garrisons in a lively Hiytv-foOf

--

7Tho

15

tJot

--

-

nfneartt
other ranks and two machine guns.and
"Between the Frcnzela.. valley
the Brenta the enemy three times atour position on the
tempted to attack
Corone. He was summarily repulsed."

GERMAN
V

HODNINa JOURNAL

R.li

CIV.

LltO Wli At- -

LIKENED

TO

HEART OF HUMAN

--

,

eonKcapoMoiNo to mohnin
icial
Behind British Lines in jouknal)
France,s
Ai
the brain ""oral Headquarters-iy

oCflbS-arm-

j.

from

which
all orders emanate,' so "The Bus"
is
in a very larg.moamiro
tho heart
whence the blood circulates to the remotest parts of the body.
A visit to the? base
sliows that It is
something far bigger and more comprehensive than a camp; It is a district. Its ecntpr. i fi town of size and
importance; a town whose church
spires and towemj render it visible
from. a Jong distiiHices,' while its railways
street car linos, present a
busy scene during all hours of the
day and night. There Is a large civilian popiilntion, carrying on business
as usual, though'
are"
,and
liousea are
constant reminders of
danger. Tho town hall has been badly damaged,
and ,a shot holo from a
long- range naval'jun can bo seen in
me tower.
,
In the streets of, the town, people
of a'l five continents jostle each other.
Thero aro tho French, civilian and
military; there ar British troops of all
ranks and descriptions,
even the
khaki-cla- d
women of Uho auxiliary
army corps; there aro Australians,
Canadians.
Americans,
Belgians,
Chinese, Fast Indiana, and African
The latter make excellent
negroes.
transport drivers,, while tho Chinese
aro employed on ordinary labor of various

th;

in

Pen-sacol- a,

ever-prese- nt
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MINES
AND

IS'

KILLED

PtciAi eoiincapoNDrHec rq moknin jouttNAU
Mc
Raton, N. M.. July
Curry, a negro employed at the Koeh
ler mines. waB shot .Thursday night at
Koehler by Archie Johnson,- another
negro, Johnson made his escape but
it Is expected that he will be apprehended by the sheriff's office soon. r.It
i
reported that McCurry who wan
boarding at the home of Johnson, be
came Involved in an affair with John
son s wife, and the later, becoming
convinced of the' circumstances,, entered McCurry'e room,' and shot hum
through the neck. Death was almost
instantaneous, '. The body was brought
to Raton.
.
'
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FUEL CO.

Store your
next winter's

dertook adjust their differences.
C03I Now.
"What's , the difficulty?" asked the
V
adjutant.
'
"He's trying to get a man away
from my outfit," said Captain No. 1
Phone . . . 251
ex"Well, I offered him a fair
2.
said
No.
Captain
change,"
"Who's the man?'' asked the adjuNOTICE
tant.
"A mulo skinner," said Captain
will not bo responsible for any
I
1.
No.
debts
by my wife, Vlcentita
. "What are
going to give him?" C. de contracted
Marcs.
asked the adjutant.
MANUEL MARES.
"A banker, two salesmen and a

LJ

:

i
N

lawyer," said Captain No.

2.

INVESTIGATE

SWIMMING LESSONS
,
PART OF CODY DRILL
(AorlMrt

r--

r

The "One-To- n
Ford Economy Unit"
used by Jlenry's Delivery. It makes
your Ford carry more and is the final
answer to the big question of economical hauling.

Corrmpnnitenm.)

Camp Cody, N. M., July 7. Men of
tho division in training here are bemg
taught to swim properly in order thr
they may take care of themselves
should they be forced to swim on tho
trip to France. A swimming pool ha3
been arranged for and: Instruction
twice each week is being given by the
division athletic officers in tho proper
strokes for swimming.' The memorandum issued Uromj
headquarters
stated that in addition to the value of
as
a
device
while
swimming
safety
crossing the wean, it was ono of the
best developers of muscles most need.
ed in fighting.
,

HOW fiHK IlANIfHKS HACKACHK.
Mrs. Effio E. Kicppe, Avcrlll, Minn.,
writes: "I was at a santtarlum three
weeks at ono time, two weeks another
time, for rheumatism and kidney trouble and got no relief. On my return
homo 1 tiegai iBing Foley Kidney Pills
and found Immediate relief; a halt
bottle completed tho euro." This is
further proof lint tboso wonderful,
pills give rellcl where other treatments fail, llnequnlcd for weak, sore,
aching kidneys, bladder, back, muscFts
or joints. Polcl everywhere.

,.!

'
icl F Cronin, Hynio".
Pi:Olaflue,
drew O. Eskman. Export,Mike
Wis.'.
Croix,
nm'
WaUfir Gray
n
HerBoss Hall. Fit,.geral. Oa.;
W. Va.; Jesse M.
bert iiertig.- Alpena. Mo.:
Clarence R.
Baidridge,
Ungo
;
John M.
Md
Smlthsburg.
Martin,
'
Lawrence
Mn
Ml'ler, llllliroi"'"! BrookUn
Aaron
Joseph Mulhern.
""
Price, ShamoKin, ra.,i
red J. Bunge.
liff, Louisville. Ky
Henry Smith, ueve
landTatrick F. Sullivan, Butte. Mont.
jao"eph E. Tressler. t'nlontown Pa
A
W
John Wasserbach. Algona. LouisIs.;WinWelnrich. Brooklyn;
ters,. Oceanslde, N.' Y.
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Tlie cool comfort of
the Electric Iron carit
be tolcl in words

'

erg.
Vt.; Oko C.
Brunswick,
Mlery.
HouUdale. Pa.; Edward V. Mlchaud.
Menominee. Wis.', Joseph
Henry
",t I eon Lo Grand, Canada:
Y.: Millard K
U Miner. Pittsford. N. Tenn.;
Henn
Knoxvllle,
Roberts,
Sebc. Lima, O.; Frank Slers. Nebo,
-W. Va.;
j, wimn,
t, 1. Josepn
renorted miss.
"
rrisonern i in Miles
8. Dunning, West
Savon. Conn.: William Kluth New
.
a Tja Frov dence. - R.
tp..i
F. Waters,
Nelson
i Bugler

t

Haven:-

Butler,

-

"

frivaies.

v

-

W

any woman who uses an Elec-- .
trie Iron to take it away. See
what happens
any of the
thousands of housewives who
use them I ;'

,

,

Herbert; Hall,
Bt.
Guilford. Qonn.; Arthur P. Hoon,
m.
AUbuii
VI.;
JoiinsDury.
Thomt6on
W,jll.

Does this catch the eye of a woman who is
sick and tired of the old sad iron and a hot,
, '
stuffy kitchen on a summer's day?
Listen- - your troubles are over You phone us
we deliver you the Electric Iron whenever
you say right away.

New

James j.
- Bbvonsk,
CJamurUlBO,
Terryvllle, Conn.; Leonard colburn,
E.
Ely? Haver-hil- l,.
New Haven; Raymond OoodwInEve?-ettMass.; James I.
Private

;

;

Pornd,,Conn:rPaVrlck

Haven;

"

Just make the proposition to

New Haven; Albert Garand,
v...-.,

But. try.. this: ;

.

,

tvh"
--

B'0'

Iry

'r-t'-

...

.

Theii you iron wherever it's most convenient
and comfortables-rig- ht
by the window, on the
porch, upstairs or down. Get through in a
fraction of the time and do much better work.'

-

:,

"

-

Peter-n,ii,iitn-

v

-

;

:

LKACEO

Kearny, San Diego, Calif..
K some of tho professional
July
men now in the army could hear their
cap'ains talk about their "actual
worth" to "the outfit," their estimates
of their ovn Importance would
change.
Thebattery commanders of a certain artillery regiment hore had an
argument recently, overhearing part
of what the rrgimentnl adjutant un7.

Conn. ,r "nt
. ChRtftaW.
Calif.; Bobert E. Carson
.
r:
Minn.: Merrill M. unm
Gastonla, N.C.,
Ills.; Paul E. Cobb.romhridire.
Mass.l

,

'

imr

Camp

J":

Mass.; Angclo Basso.
ew
M. Coucn,
Conn.;
Conn.; Battesite Cus.ipoH, Sprlngdale
Wil-ii
Conn.'
O.; Fred Hager, Prospect
MiHHlntnwrt. Conn.;
n
.
NiUftuaik
a
one1 week:
i
.'
........ onn.i' Albert
t.
IUK" i"llwl,i
Broad and flour; 4 pounds.
New Haven; Charles
Butter ami margarlne( 2'4 ounces.' J.; Maynard.
Monson, Now liaven; uniro. C. Nel
'
Potatoes, 7 pounds.
quin, Bristol.' Conn.i William
.
Meat, 4
ounces.'
"
son, wcnaicnce, nunu.-;
ounces.
,
Bones, 1
Bristol. Conn.; PaulA.
Penda,
Sausage, 1 ounces.
v
ConnWalter l.
Sugar, 6 ounces.- .
,
Haverhill, Mass.; William
Pierce,
Qulnn, swampscott, Mass.; Bascomb
GERMAN CHEMICALS
P. Howe, Barnett, vi.; jonn oyena,
u.ran. pennia V. Sweeney, .New
BANNED BY DRUG MEN Haven; Stephen L. Torok,-- Darlon,
Conn.i Howard Ai uooo, ivnsonia,
"
...
"'
!'vConn.
Wll
(V MOMINOI
now re.
'
the recent - Previously reported missing,
Prove. Utah, JuL7.--A- t
,
annual convention, of the" Utah, state fumed to dntv: Private Albert L.
Conn.
;
pharmacists, a resolution was unani- Hall, Hartford,
-mously adopted placing the ban on
.
Oerman drugs and chemicals. Another resolution asked the state congres- Tell it throush the classified
sional delegation to support a meas- suits are quick apd certain,
ure for the rroHntt of n nharjulfv
column of The Journal, Re
corps, (or war purpose,?
.'

Prein Cormpondenrp.)
Osltaloosa, Iowa." For "years I wan
June 15. Not until the gjmply in misery from a weakness and
fullest educational opportunities are
awiur pains ana
opened to every child. Irrespective
nothing seemed to
of the income or circumstancesof its
do me any good. Af
parents, will the Britsh labor jrftrty be
friend advised me
Arthur Henderson,
satisfied, sayd
to take Lydia .'
leader of that party, at a conference
Pinkham's Vege4
here the other day. Mr. Henderson
table Compound. I ,
added that the labor, party welcomed
did bo and got rethe new educational bill now before
lief right away. J
parliament as "at least an instalment
of Ions overdue reforms.
can certainly re.
commend this valu"The labor party," he went on,
"means to break the vicious circle
able medicine to
which binds Ignorance to poverty and
other women who
poverty to Ignorance. It has demandsuffer, for it has
ed that every worker shall be paid a
rlnnA Allr.h Cood
ful living wage, and by living wage
I know it willhelp
It means one high enough to enable work for me and
a ifair 'trial. ,
tho worker's children to receive as others if they will give it 108 8th
Ave.,
Mrs. Lizzie Courtney,
good an education as tho children of
I
his employer. To those who say that West, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
will women drag along from day
an abundant supply of cheap juvenile
Why
labor is necessary to industry we an- to day, year in and year out, suffering
swer 'Hands off tho children. They such misery as did Mrs. Courtney, when
are tho nation of the future."
such letters as this are continually being
Among the party's demands he
Every woman who suffers
named limitation of the employment published.
from displacements, irregularities, inof children out of school hours, and
ulceration, backache, nercompulsion upon local education au- flammation,or who
is passing through the
vousness,
treatment
to
medical
thorities
provide
and adequatt Change of Life should give this famous
for school children
"s
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkmaintenance allowance.
ham's Vegetable Compound, a trial. For
special advice write Lydia E. Pinkham
'MULE SKINNERS'
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. The result
of
its long experience is at your service.
SOLDIERS
POPULAR
Aftpoclntrri

Ixmdon,

irirnv,HcerHto:
oi'"

-

r

.

'

Do that right NOWf

'

'

'

"

.;;".'

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &

1,1

,..

,.:

1

,

Compound.

."

,

K0EHLER
SHOT
N.

Pinkham's Vegetable

-

ir

'

i

.

.

,

i

j

Pem-arask-

air-rai-

hand-to-han-

Mc.OraW.

Vinrlfl

T

LiPiitennnt John J. Donohue,
Apploton Cltv, Mo.
Th.n,in N. Carter. Srtuthl.
Bethlehem, Pa.: C"rnoral Adam Oscar
Montreal, Wis.; Private
Male. Ma'ta. Ilia.
W'outiclr-i- l
Severely.
..4
Tnhrt r T,nes. Kearneys- vllle. W. Va.; Panlel F." Magnlre.
J.
Fla.; Lieutenants Josenh
Charles
Devlne. New Haven. Conn.:
H.
T
Kerr Wlnslow, Ind.; Thomas
William J.
Sergeants
Te '. New. York:
M V
Lerov A.
c
ronciricK, rvm """.
Richard
Town:
Tren.
Ixine
Hammer.
"- mien.; .i.".n
C. Hertnl.-yaginnRapids. Wis.;
Grand
.t
nioona- Cornorals Bei
I.,,.'
Miner.
Harry Hopson. St.
a Boyce. Chicago:
"Louis; Ben S. Enclcnry. un
ren'
ehanle Harry L. PepP. Por
Cook Bennle O. Hanson, Duluth.
Elkhorn.
Arnvlg,
PHvates
grd Hiiimun.
Towa: Frank-A- .
"7"
N. Y.:

lulu 7 fvia Ioll(lon.)
strong force by Americans
and French west ol, i:nuieau-- i merry
kinds.
aro reported in the official cornmunl- The sight of two Chinamen bathing
today.
headouarters
from
In
a small puddle In a bupy square,
These continued yesterday and during
ihe night and tne c.rrman commaim using their snap by turns and drying
with
themselves
down
on strips of rag with true
heavy
broke
declares they
oriental unconcern as to- all that is
lopses.
going on around them, is becoming
"On the battle fronts between the familiar. Their camp is some distance
Yser and tho Marne. fighting activity from the town, and ' their nearest
revived intermittently.
'
neighbors are tho Inhabitants of a
the .German jirinuner-of-war
wt.nl nt
ihnf
camp, who
French and Americana, in spite ot can be set n daily nt work In a leisureHi elr reneatnd failures, ncain attacked ly manner on a
military railway. ThrX
TbeBe attacks work in the
With, strong forces.
open has tanned them to
d
broke down. Bitter
nn almost African brown and the
Blender size of their
fighting continued until nightfall and
suggests
also during the night. According to thnt they are very well guard
Contented with
reports Dy ino irooi8 mo lenemy a their lot and not at all anxious to. ut-- .
losses were again very heavy.
escape.
"In the upper Vosges, onemy at tempt
In the town itself can be seen guns
tacks on Hllscnrurst were rppuisea.
by tho hundred jihrked as close as t.hoy
can possibly be packed. Outsido the
town are other parks of artillery and
BERLIN STREET IS
wagons and dumps of munitions and
RENAMED PERSHING engineering
; ;,
materials. There are
camps everywhere, some for men
waiting to ko up the line, others for
imr MORNIN
JOUHNAL aPKCIAI. I.VABKD WIH1,
,
New Orleans, La.. July 7.' Because those who aro employed more or less
everything Teutonic is more than ob- permanently nt the baseoon transport
noxious In this city of French customs and other duties. Hospitals are situand traditions, tne board oi city com- ated here, too, always on tho sites
missioners by ordinance has erased most favorable for fresh air and sunBerlin street from the map' and nub- - light. Tho quarters of the base comTA.h In ut ret (it mandant, the base cashier, the ord
nlltnljij . 1, ii nan.A
Now the New Orleanlan who .re- - nance officer and other Important ofliipind M Iha llv nftnf cin nhucinna of ficials are situated in the town itself.
Notices in both Frecnh and Englisn
several years is directed to' Pershing
.
are posted everywhere about the place
street someimng iiko mis:.
"Sonny," he asks a newsboy, "pan and polite military police are on duty
wnere persuing street ' at cross roads and other points of imyou' v3ileu me
1 h n nvlMnlnv
' ) r, Vl n ' '
'
i.ail, portance.
"Where d'yo think Uoncrul Pershing
is neaneq ior r
PRESENT RATIONS FOR . "Why, Merlin, of course,'" tho seeker of knowledge answers.
RESIDENTS' Of BERLIN
"Wall thnn Ulalni. ...... M
1..
lln and that's where, you.'ll find Per- 'Asdwlnlod lniM CrrepotilMci)
present
Amsterdam,
July
rations in Berlin; 'are as follows, the
NEGRO EMPLOYED AT
quantities bring for' one person for
tai-it- s

F DR ALL YOUTHS

Mrs. Courtney Tells How She,
Was Cured by Lydia E. ,

Killed in action, 25: died of wounds.

17; died of disease, 9; died of airplane
accident, 2; died of accidents and other causes, 3; severely wounded, 48;
missing in action, 13.

der of the Xront."

Van,

approximately 27,000
her borders has known al along that
the "original American", in not prov
ing a ; smcKcr; in ino Arworm war. j

THE AlUIV.
Washington,'
July ' T. Tho army
117
list today contained
casualty
names,' divided as follows:

the Ai.sne

between

cju--

!l

U

forest,
New Braunfcls, Texas, Once and the Marne, the nit;ht ivus quiet.
statement reads:
70 Per Cent German, Re- The"There
were artillery actions soum
the
of
Aisne, In tho region o
to
Its
Allegiance
pudiates
and Corey.
"American. troops carried uui a
Kaiser; Everybody Loyal,
in the Vosges, bringing back prisoners.
'The night was

rfe

My

FOR YEARS

SCHOOLING

American Casualties

JOUHNAl. aPKCIAI. luAICO WtHli

MOHNIN

ill MISERY

L ABQR
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of Honor

Roll
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LOSES ITS TITLE

Mr. Disnue, of t'.ie bean division,
I receded Mr. Ely w th & snappy little presentation of lite bean situation,
crediting Mr. Ely with getting the
government to movj 8,000,000 pounds
of pinto beans on'o a stagnant mar-le- t,
and tolling how the pinto made
cood in the face of a bad anil undeserved reputation, eastern bean men
tailing Herbert Hoover that it would
be "impossible to clean" New Mexico
beans. He pointed out also that never
t'ntil this year wa i a carload of pintot
shipped from this state which was
thoroughly rer anecl,one-ha-with the reof onr
"f
quired stand a:
per cent of "splits." He spoke of th
enormous distribution and wide nd- ertialng the bean got in the east last
J' sax urged the encouragement
ol

ill

1

BEAN

'S MOST

ISV

TEL1JS OF

MSQCE

G

TEUTONIC CITY

.

ii

Monday, July 8, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning ; Journal,

TWO

ELECTRIC COMPANY

i

Phone S3.

"At Your Service

i

Albuquerque Morning 'Journal,

1h

i

iitlli
MP ems Hiis
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A Chance
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Odd Lines of Men's Shirts

Men's Fiber $2.00 Hats
Sale Price $1.00

Wash

25c

Living---as-

:-

-

Are Included in this Sale

Ties, 15c
Men's $6.00 Panama Hats
Sale Price $3.95 v;;

...

y

Men's $4.00 Sailor Hats
?

- .x.v-,v (Ages 16 to 20 Years)
Men's All Wool Suits, Sale Price $20.00
Palm Beach Suits
.$8.50 and $9.00
'
Men's Two-piec- e
J
Palm Beach Suit
$15.00 Suits
.$12.00
;
Sale Price
Cool Cloth Suits'. . .
$11.95
$7.50 to $18.00
,
Men's Two-piec- e
Suits
Men's All Wool Suits, Sale Price $15.00
$27.00
. . .
. . :. . . .
Sale Price .
Men's All Wool Suits, Sale Price $18.00
$19.75
;;

.....

50 pairs

all Express charges on goods sent out of the city must

father and his mother who have been
estranged for many years because the
'mother did not fancy the girl her son

FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

married.
Mary goes to see her grandmother
and gains her confidence until a neph
ew of the grandmother attempts to
AT THE LYRIC.
AT THE TIIEATRHS TODAY.
rob tho house safe to get money to
Henry lluurl, actor, director and spend on a girl friend. Mary sur"IV Theater Repeating Cecil B.
from
French
the
discharged
recent'y
"The
WhisperDo Mtlle's production,
at work and
prises the nephew
on account of wounds received arouses
"Current army
also tho
the household but the nephing Chorum"
on tho French front, hus an impor- - ew
declares
culni'v
that Mary was tryEvents" reel of world pictures.
to rob the safe and that .he preing
'
limine
Dark.
Crys'al Opera
vented her. lie is believed until
ll'al Theater Park.
something that no one expected hap
Lyric Theater Popular Alice Joyce
pens and Mary brings about the reconciliation of her father and grandstarring In "Find the Woman," a
mother.
feature also a good comedy.
The comedy, "Hill's Baby," with
.Pastime Tliealor-'-Juh- e
Caprice deBill Parsons as tho star, will also be
lighted her many admirers yesterday
repeated.
Mary,- - which is bein "Blue-Eye- d
the
comedy,
today;
ing repeated
'Bill's Bahy."

GERMAN TRAD E
SOUTH AMERICA IS
MOSTLY MYTH1GA L

!

Vlt-agu-

Wif

lEftWlO

"."

Conceded to he one of the most
dramatic photoplays ever produced,
will . be
"The Whispering Chorus,"
shown at the "B" theater for the last
time today. The picture is based upon
the novel of the same name by Perley

.

BE SETTLED THIS

.

published
Poore Sheehan,
recently
serially In a leading magazine.
The therao of the picture is one of
and it contains all the

WEEK, IS BELIEF

tant role In "Find the Woman,'1 the
Vltagraph Blue itlbbon feature, which
will be the attraction at the Lyric theater today and tomorrow. Mr. ilouri,
who hag been for several months at
the Brooklyn studio, expects to return
to Paris in an executive position with
Vitagraph's branch there. .
"Find the Woman," a powerful love
drama written by Stanley Olmsted
from suggestions from O. Henry's

i

"Cherchex la Femme," gives Alice
Joyce one of her most appealing role.
Tom Terriss directed the picture, and
in the supporting cat are Walter
Arthur Donaldson, Jessie sevK. Carr.
ens, Jean Paige, andwillMary
also show a
Manager Cameron
good comedy reel.
Mc-Qra- i',

AT THE PASTIME.
One of the best photoplays in which
Miss June Caprice has been seen will
be shown at the Pastime theater for
the last time today. It is called "Blue-Bye- d
It ifc a stirring story of
Mary."
a girl who tries to bring together her
.

elements that appeal successfully .to
the human emotions. The story la
that of a man, burdened by debt, who
steals money from the corporation
with which he is employed. To escape
arrest he drops out of sightt to lead
the life of a hermit fisherman, leaving
his wife and mother In ignorance of
hi whereabouts. He exchanges clothing with a body which he fishes out
of the river, and the police are not
only convinced that Trimble is dead,
but that he wan murdered.
"Assuming a false name he becomes
a stevedore and is hunted by the police as a man who slew himself. He
return home clandestinely to see his
mother and Is arrested for his own
murder. His wife, who had married
again In the belief that she was a
widow, sees him after his conviction
and rather than destroy her happiness
he convinces her that they had never
met before and goes to his doom
The' story is replete with
smilingly.
'
(Jramatlo situations that tbrl1!.
The management is also repeating
'
the "Current Events' reel,

r--

..'..

t
.ft!

Propaganda

to

;

Scare Other

Nations

Away Exposed by
Statitician Who Observes
..Many Opportunities for U.S.
(AHMisld Pren Correnponilonw.)
Persistent
Washington, July 7.
Dtitrlaa
t harmnnv'tt pimmrtrt'lnl
achievements' In South and Central
America and tne generally acccptca
boast that German roods had completely captured those markets fade
under the intense light of careful Investigation Into merely (Jerman propaganda, circulated with the Idea of
scaring all other competitors out of
..
the field.
Williams C. Wells, chief ptatistlclan
Union la aufor the

thority for the statement that tot
several years before the war Germany
Washington,
July
summer- recess plans' blocked by the actually was losing ground in Routh
and that the
America
house, congress will start tomorrow and Central
to clean un its slate so as to get occa greatest gains were made by the
are
planned United States.
sional respites. Hearings
,
to begin probably a week from to"Just prior to the European war,"
Mr Wei In "P.ermnn trado in
morrow on the resolution giving the
president authority to take over the most of Latin America was In danger
wire and radio systems.
of immediate dissolution. For thirty
during the years, It is true, German trade showed
Although prohibition
senthe
6f
war has the right
way in
a largo and progressive growth but
ate, comparatively :Iun attendance this was iiiuioHi enureiy l w' ex
is expected. Many members have left pense or France, in inn, uerma..
for their homes.
trade reached Its apex. In Argentina
War-tim- e
prohibition promises' a orn centered the German effortB to
An
Kenate.
trade., In
spectacular struggle In the
capture
oi imports irum
tarly voie is not in protipect. Because 1911 the percentagescommercial
coun- of absence of m&jiy senators the the seven leading
tn At'irpntlnA WftrA flft follows.'.
roll call un"drys" plan to postpone
vTuAnm. 88 B: f.ermanv. 18:
til a full membership la present.
The administration bill to develop Jinlted States, I4.S: Italy. ; Frarfce,
water power resources Is expected to 10.4; Belgium, o:a, unit' Bi:n 4.i.
be pressed In the house tomorrow And this was Germany's best year. In
when the house ways and means com thirty', years Germany had Increased
mittee turns to drafting tho new rove her .proportion of the. Argentine trade
nue bill.
94 per cent, Italy gained 94 per cent,
TTn.tori Rtiitea srfttned 141
per
V
.k
. Final action on the wheat price conUI1U
IHD "
-"
troversy also is expected tills week. cent. (All the- other countries except
With informal notice already given Belgium lost, rrance raosi ncavnj.
that President Wilson will veto the Most of the German gains 'were at her
compromise to increase the govern, expense.
n
meat guarantee to
per bushel, - "In the fourteen of the
notwithstanding the
countries,
advocates of the
plan
an effort to override the prospective strenuous efforts made by Germany
to acquire or to preserve the trade
the result had ben practically a fail-in
The Imports from Germany
ure
RIFLES ARE USED TO.
these countries was only slightly over
the whole and less than
S PR EADPRO PAGA N DA 11 per cent of
of the Imports from the
.
United States.
mr MM.IM JOU.MM. weMb LUUI WINS!
"Wonderful stories have ben told
German
of
7.
told
of
Thousands
spec- and are yet being
Paris, July
ially devised rifles for sending propa-gand- a commercial success In
over the enemy lines now are The spreading of such stories l and
In use in the allied 'armies, according always has been part of the German
It creates an atmosphere
to James Kearney, director of the program.
n
committee of pub- which Is supposed to "have a depresslic Information...
ing effect upon rivals. The English.
From these rifles grenades are French, Italian or American exporter
about what he
discharged, by' means of which is apt to be reticent"
tracts and pamphlets may be scat- is doing in foreign countries. Not so
everything
tered along enemy trenches with the German. He 'claims
:
considerable' exactitude at a- range and then some.
some
time ago
"As illustrating that,
of more than ?O0 yards.
a story camn from Buenos Aires to the
Choice nlt Altjim. Bright green- rifect thnt agricultural machinery
v. w
item tho United States imported into
rm,
(V

i

One Lot of

Newport Union Made Blue Bib
v
Overalls, $1.50

the buyer

be paid by

E, L. WASHBURN COMPANY
:

E

Sale Price $5.00

All Stetson Oxfords
Worth $9.00 ami $10.00
Sale Price $6.50"

All $5.50 Oxfords
Sale Price $4.00

Sale! Price $3.95

All $6.50 Oxfords

All $7.00 and $7.50 Oxfords
"
Sale Price $6.00

Tan or Black
Sale Prcie $4.50

.

J

Patent Leather, Stetson Fine Shoes worth $8.00, Sale Price $2.45

All $6.00 Oxfords

All $3.50 White Oxfords
Sale; Price $2.80
All Oxfords, $5.00 Quality,
Tan or Black Sale Price $3.95
All $5.00 White Oxfords

MOHNIH

JOUMtAL

LIUW WlMl
7. With mid-

PtCIAI.

,

Latin-Americ-

tii.j
.--

Latin-America-

price-Increa- se

one-four-

,

Latin-Americ- a.

Franco-America-

;

'?.
-

jCNE'CAPBldEL

...

NO ALTERATIONS MADE BY US DURING THIS SALE

SHOES
EXTRA SPECIAL

.

.....
....

Silk Hats, Light Weight
Men or Boys 35c

Choice $2.00

DON'T
DELAY
122 SOUTH SECOND

95c

. .

Boys Long Trouser Suits; Nothing Reserved at a Uniform Discount of 20 per cent.
'

Men's Knox Sailor Hats
Sale Price' $4.75

Any Felt Hat
in our Hat case

,

ftlU

CLOTHING

Sale'Price $2.7

;

Cloth Hats
Worth $2.50 and $3.00
Sale Price $1.95

Underwear

,

.

Cloth Hats
Worth $1.50 to $1.75
Sale Price 95c

Inspection

10 Doz. Perfection Mesh Union
Suits, short sleeves, long tegs
10 Dozen One Button Union
Suits

.95c
LOT NO. 1 Sale Price. .
LOT NO. 2 Sale Price
.$1.15
Emery & Wilson Bros. Makes

Men's $2.50 Sailor Hats
Sale Price $1.50 ;;vV.

50c Wash Ties
ior $1.00

Men's $7.50 Bankok Hats
Sale Price $5.00; -

ife

of

a n c e Sale

Talks Nothing Charged We Invite Yonr
Prices Talk
ReaiSavinig Awaits You-The- se
of

to RcduoS the High Cost

Men's $5.00 Panama Hats
Sale Price $3.50 ;

AT THE

THREH

Monday, July oyl918.

SHOP EARLY
AND OFTEN
119 WEST GOLD

Argentina since the war was giving
great diusatlsf action; that Clerman
pachlnery used prior to the war was
much better made and more suitable
to the country.
This story, with much
detuil us to why the German machinA
In Argentina prior
une
ery in general
to the war. was better, was published
extensively in the United States wih
no comment whatver.
The facta are
that Germany had .v.no hold on Argen- tinn n.r.innldmil
...hi llnP.. (mnnflU
.She had been ousted from this l.tp-- . THEY GO FORWARD
more than twenty years ago horse,
American ma- foot and dragoons.
Ichmery'' had tlone the ousting because it was better made and more
(BY MONNH4S JOUNMAL
alC.Ak LBASSO W.MS1
suitable to the country and the crops.
London, July 7. The ease with
The trade was more
Intelligently
handled by American exporters and which the. Australians and Americans
as a consequence, they secured It.
curried out thiir attack in the
on
t'nitrd suite Now Entrant.
regl.,'
Thursday
'Moth Germany
and the United should bt a matter for reflection, acHtutes are new entrants, in the race
trade In manufactures, cording to Keutcr'ti correspondent at
for over-sebut Germany was first In the field. British headquarters.
German manufactures were pouring
Commenting on tho double victory
field from if the Australians, the correspondent
into tho
Mexico to Argentina in competition
says:
with British and French goods years i "liven granting tho perfect plan
before the United States was shipping ning of our uttaik and its admirable
oxsept performance, more resistance should
anything to these countries,
flour, codfish, lumjier ana tne ime. have been met and the defeat shou.l
Vet in 1813. or or to the outbreak or not have been so
completely acthe war the United States had passed cepted."
of
the
twenty
Germany in fourteen
American Is not a soft fight
that is er "The
countries of
at any time, ' ho says, it took a
the United States exceeded Germany good (teal to 'get him Into the war,
In exports to these fourteen countries and It Is going to take a
good deal to
more man 1 to- i
in tho ratio-oget htni out of it before the war Is
$187,412, 09 to"43,82, 005- "In the remaining six countries
(Argentine, frazil, Chile, Paraguay,
the United
Holivla and Urusuay)
States trade was over 80 per cent of
States
United
ihn German trade

T

LUSITAIA

AVENUE

finished. The flninh ha. believes la In
'dead Germans.'
lA,
"But when avenging
he
Is a hard fighter. Lest hetreachery
should for-ghe
to
what
had
avenge, ho went
into tho fight snouting; VusiUnla.' "
,

.'

;

et

Journal Wants Brlna Results

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptic la .

Villers-Brolonnu-

,.

as

Latin-Americ-

Latin-Ameri-

f

'

Q

$141,840,685, Germany, $17S,744,271.
Kor the whole twenty .countries the
United States trade exceeded the Ger- 3
man exports In the ' proportion .of
t

2-

-

"

.

"ii'iciirns are sometimes eloquent If
one knows how to read them, but they
never tell quite the whole story. The
trade with
point that the figures of is
that the
do not tell
German trade was precarious, somewhat artificial, and by no means well
were credit and
f ased. . Ita .bases
cheap goods. Lonrf credits and cheapness are undoubtedly good bait with
which to fish fop trado but not necessarily for the best kinds of trade.
Furthermore, lonrf credits and cheapness are like boomerangs, having a
curve Often to the hurt of the
user.
j.
loss
German
it was holorlo.ua that
were mucn greyes In
losses.
er than British or American believe
persons
Many
them to be greater , than ; both comGermans had. 'What
The
bined.
amounted to almost a complete monconopoly of the bad risks. On the credtrary. American losses from The lead-I- n
its were almost negligible.
New York abuse In the South
American export field, through one of
Ub officials., has stated, that Its losses
a
in South America," extending over
long period, amounted to a very small
'
fraction of one. per cent.
"Germany treated
as on a olarte -with Chinese and Central Africans.'- It Ivas thought that
be sold If only cheap
anything might was
everything; qua!-it- y
nnough. Price
Tesult might have
The
nothing.
been foreseen. The. flood of cheap,
flimsy' and gaudy '' Brummagem" wares
unthat poured into
dermined
reputation. Thea
German stamp .on an article wat
article
grave handicap even when the dishonItself was not bad. Even the
American
of
est subterfuge
placing
snd English labels onOerman goods
the
save
situation,"
not
did
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a medicinal antiseptic for douches

In treating catarrh. Inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and' that
paused" by feminine tils tt has no equal.
For ten years the Lydta E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlne
in their private corraspoodsnae with
women, which prove ita superloritr,
Women who bava been cured say
it ia "worth its weight la gold." At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mall
Th Paxtoa Toilet Co, Boston Masa

mm

Latin-Ameri-

ForSummer
smiles and

quaintest Summer dresses and
for the lady who
wraps .her patriotism about
her )ike a cloak,
McCall Patterns
are best.

re-tu-

"

Latin-Ameri-

McCALL

W

Latln-Americ- an

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
needed.
be diMohred in water

PATTERNS,'-"- '

...

Fob jnetY

I4
4U

LacWCw
UAn'SUrt

i'

Now on Sale

Latin-Ameri-

an

Phone 283.

313-31-
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Retreading Kettle

JOHNSON AND WIN

.

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia
Boston .
Brooklyn .
Cincinnati
St. Louis .

OVER WASHINGTON

.

.

.

.
.
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34
34
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.493
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.4 4.1
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27
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4 0
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MOSNiNS JOUSNAL SPECIAL LKASIO
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4 3
3
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40
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July 7. St. Louis
bunched hltB on Johnson today for a
second straight win over Washington
In the ninth Austin tripled and then

p

.

Pot.

Valencia. Man Pardoned.

.

Try the Want Ad Way

.

.

....

.

Ttrtllrwhor rn
.r.r.7
Mann, If
.526 Merkle. lb
.493 Paskert, cf
,40 leal, 3 b
.414 Zelder, 2b .
.338 Killlfer, C .
Douglass, p

Totals

Santa Fe, July 7. Governor Lind-se- y
has pardoned Joe Soils, serving,
since 1903 from Valencia; county, under a ninety-nin- e
year sentence for
murder.

lf
G

17

24

1

To iirovc they hpi? not conncclcd with the CnHetl States navy wllhotit cause those, ycovvtuiion
regalia on the Charles river at Boston und took first prize. In- a race n;;umst several other crews.

1

2

2
14
3

.........33

Score by innings:
New York
Chicago
e

6 11

AIR

THRESHERMEN AID

1

1

4

went on in

17

CHARGE

1

VICTIM

GREAT COURAGE

FARMERS DRAW UP

27

'TEX' PARKER

CANS SHOW

HAIL

SCHEDULE

FIGHT

GONE

LUMBER

u

Paints, Oils, Class, 31a. t hold Rooflnfl
nnd Building Paper.
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER

-

AB. It. It. PO. A. E

Flack, rf

,iitl

IS

COMPANY

0F! DUNN
'AT

Wallace licssclden

General Contractor!

PARK

We are tn

010 000 0001
6
00b 000 Olx

nus .unine,
Summary:
Flack, Ilollocher,
Fletcher,
Vlnnn
tilnlan hfinpn Meikle.' Zelder.
Sacrifice hits Holke. Innings pitched
man,

State

um
perrltt 4, Anuerson i. mnit--Bases
on
Anderson1 2. Douglass 1.
balls Perrltt 1. Douglass 3, Ander.
son 1.
.

Cincinnati
Cincinnati,

Philadelphia

5--

Wesiern Rider Is
Into Battle Famous
Go
Food .Administration Doughboys
'
and Trampled by
Thrown
and
After a Hard March
Officials Aid in Important
With but Little Rest; Uphold
Albuquerque Clicking Horse;
Meeting! to Improve Wheat
Fails to Scratch Broncho,
Mexico.
Records for Heroism,
Standard in New

..

a

position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM In
tills vicinity.
Office With

Two-nas-

AMERICAN I.EAGl'E.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at Boston. '
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Washington.

V

'

Chicago,

NATIONAL I.EAGt'E.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.

stole home. Score:
St. I.ouK
AB. R. It. PO. A. E.
3
0 0 2 0 0
Tobln. cf
0
... 3 0
Maiael. 3b
3
Demmitt, rf . . . ... 4 0
1
13
Sisler. lb
0
0
Hendryx, If
1
0
Gedeon, 2b
1
1
Austin, ss

zThorpe
Anderson,
xMcCarty

zBatted for Perritt in fifth.
xBatted for Anderson in ninth.

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

Washington,

......

h.

injured.

... ..

If

Mir-lac-

the German embassy and expressed
the regret und indignation of tha government at. th! occurrence, says a
Berlin dispatch, forwarded
by the
iluvas correspondent at Basel.
of
assassins
has not
the
The Identity
been established nor have they been
arrested, the message states.
It appears, according to theRe advices, that with Count von Mirbach
when he was attacked were Herr
Ritzier, the counsellor of the embassy,
nnd a German officer. Neither, was

3b

llariden, c
Perrltt. n

MORNIN9 JOUNMAL SP3CiAL LEASED WlttSl

of the

7.

1

.r.60

Steals
Triples
HomeJn Ninth Inning; Was
St, Louis' Second Straight
Philadelphia
Victory Over Senators,
and

Austin

Pet. Wilholt,

W. L.
49 20
43 2fi

AMERICAN I.KAfiVE.
Cleveland
Boston
New York
Washington
Chicago
Ht. Louis
Detroit

July

111.,

Zimmerman,
Holke, lb

...
...
..
...
...
...
...
...

If

Paris, July 7. As soon as the news
assassination of Count von
German ambassador at Moscow,
came to M. Tchltcherin, the Itussian
foreign minister, M. Tchltcherin and
his associate, M. Karakhan, called at

J

.

OF THE TEAMS

.

i

their-attac-

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.

.

IT II 3ENTIFIED

Chicago conIn the third
centrated
inning, took a commanding lead on
New York and won their second
straight game. Zimmerman's double,
i sucrifice and a fielders' choice saved
New York from a shut out. Score:
Xrw Vork.
AB. R. II. PO
Burns, cf
Young, rf
Fletcher, ss
Doyle, 2b

E. E. BLISS
Crieago .
New York

ASSASSINS OF

lia.io iui

uosnins lou.H.i inciAk

Chicago,

NATIONAL

on Charles River

SLAV MINISTER

Zimmerman's Double, a Sacrifice and Fielder's Choice
Save Giants From Shut
"
Out; Second 'Loss Chicago,

WORK GUARANTEED

STANDING

y

.,

t

FROM N. Y.

GAW1E

We Use the Factory Process

BROWNS WALLOP

i

J,,

EARLY AND LAND

Where Worn Tires Are Made Fit For
the Road Again

'

fV

.I...,
Race
Win
Yeowdmen

CUBS TAKE LEAD

Come and See Our Busy
.

r

i...irii

f

The Superior Lum- ber & Mill Co.

2

-

w

2-- 4.

Ohio, July 7. Philatmr MORNma JounNAt special lka.io wink
"Dunn Gone,"
said by cowboys
As the result of a conference of
delphia and Cincinnati broke even In
With the British Army in France, throughout the west to ,be the
locals
and
threshermen,
winning
the
farmers
some
double
header,
VICTORS
u
thirty
SLUGGERS
7
in
horse
"meanest"
the state of New
Associated
the
Pres).
(by
7
0
the first game and the visitors taking presided over by J. P. Jacohson, head July
Nunaniaker,
Last night the correspondent slept oh Mexico, and known throughout the
1
AT
Ad0
GAMES
second.
IN
with
TWO
the
of the .threshing division,
Sothoron, p
demon, yesterthe ground among the troops of one. west as the
trie
In the first game Roush and
who play- day maintained his good, or bad,
YESTERDAY Pearce collided at first base and were ministrator Ely and officials of defi- - tar company of Americans
BARELAS
0
8 27 11
3
.
name
32
at
Traction
Totals
park, when he threw
ed a prominent part in Thursday's
food administration yesterday, a
forced to leave the game. Score:
Washington.
Here is a story told by one "Tex" Parker, one of the foremost
show.
UDOI1
wna
made
great
nnr.oiYi(inl
ta
In three
riders of the southwest.
First game:
AB. K. If. PO. A. K.
shut-ou- t
ball in two games
co- of the officers:
threshing charges and organized
... 3 0 0 3 0 0 at Playing
Shotton, If
Barelas paik yesterday afternoon
to better
''The
Americans went into tho line jumps.
assured
A.E.
PO.
.was
R.H.
AB.
operation
Parker had wagered $1,000 that he
,
ih Hiffhlniwl Hluiraers defeated the
Foster, 3b
methods anil Kreatlv Im after a hard march. The Fritzes un0 0 0" 2 2 fhronhlno4
.could ride, and scratch, the horse,
Postoffice nine and the Barelas drays. Pancroft, ss
In
at!
New
0
wheat
Judge, lb
0
3
of
the
no
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that
1
0
the
standard
3
inkling
doubtedly
prove
0
cf
to
Miss
owner.
contest
rules.
The
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f
Williams,
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Th
resulted
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Milan, cf
3
0
2
1
tack was to be made. At midnight King of Albuquerque, had an equal
, 4
score and the second was 8 to 0.
Stock, 3b ..
Schulte, rf
0
It was voted that charges should Wednesday we were sent , forward to amount
of confidenco that he could
Luderus, lb
Fourth Bt. and Copper Ave.
Although the Postoffice men played
Lavan, as .
bushels
0
3
0 amount to one out of twelve
1
lie out, ready for an advance at 3:10 not. As a result, the meeting between
0
a good game they were unable to Cravalh, rf
Morgan, 2 b
or fanegas of wheat threshed In cases o'clock Thursday morning.
4
0
0
0
4
.
tho
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yesfor
and
horse
man
and
It
arranged
handlo the slugging Sluggers
Meusel,
Piclnloh, c
0 0.2 2 0 where the grower guarantees at icasi
record Pearce. 2b
. .3
lot tor mn intnitlPii their
"Many of our boys were tired when terday.
Johnson, p
0 fifty bushels or fanegas, and one out
0
and despite
he
reached
from Uncle
is
who
positions
they
for the season. The Veteran Grays Hemingway, 2b
directly
Parker,
1 of eleyen where the amount threshed
3
0
2
0
3
fact that they were Just embark-tne- r Sam's remount station at Camp Bowie, THE WW: FARR COMPANY
fared no better. The Sluggers took an Purna. c ...
i
.29 0 3 27
tn take the nn
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Total!
0
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to
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0
of
g
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it,
added
and slowly
arrived in Albuquerque
yesterday
" th:
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' Score by Innings:
,
..adventure
early lead
; .
Hogg, p .
care ot tne tnresnermun m transpor- a leap into tne unKnown mey from Las Vesas, where he attended Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
000 00'
scoring almost at will.
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tation and maintenance of crew and lives themaelvea
St. Louis
and
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and
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Montoya
same
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reunion
the
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annual
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000ground
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Washington .
formed the battery :or the
'
was' slept sioundly. It was an encouraging roundup.' During his performances
lnnati.
Tartaglia
Sausage a Specialty
Austin.
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resolution
hits
amended
An
Vt.
M.
Chaves
A.
Summary: n.
airo For Cattle and Hogs the Ruling
AB. R. It. PO.
there he was somewhat injured DesGrays while Gonzales and
Bernalillo sign to us, ror
ot
Sacrifice hits
the
for
benefit
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Stolen
0
3
1
tho
steers.
0
2
for
Sluggers.
one were not jumpy. They never did show bruised in
Market Prices Are Paid
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Double plays Judge performed
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3
4
2
Hendryx, MaiHel. on
0
Next Sunday the Sluggers will play Groh,
'ten. the thresherman maintain- - any sign of nerves, as a matter of fact. pite, his hurts, however, he appeared
L. Magee, 2b
balls Johnson
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to Morgan. Base
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to
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the
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was
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2. Struck out Johnson
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of sleep.
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cost
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0
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the
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cost
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nothing
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Blackburne,
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0 0 2 1 0 basis or
Once saddled and Parker leaped in
ing to happen, though we Americans
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
taking pay m wnea ine price
0
PoHtomce Howe, ju; duouj, San- Wlngo, c
0
0
0
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even knew that shortly before the kick off the saddle; not to remain long, how- to
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wheat
high
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sufficiently
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Hurt,
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Ring,
Stump, c;
.r The hnrsin reared, until 11 seem
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mar12 0 up
G 27
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5
to the which woulld bo the signal for all ed that he must fall backward, horse
Chairman
a
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talk
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Then the
not
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ker
Sacramento 28; Salt Lake 5,
on
Job.
the
hands
101 0002 farmers and, threshers, emphasized
Jumps, of his own special
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 7.
ad"A few minutes before the barrage gave three
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K. H. E.
ma 003 Olx o as stronglyof as possible theandgreat
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Score:
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allied
was
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the
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was hurled beneath his to.et. Not con
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.....236 239 02 BARRIER
harassing fire and we AmeriSummary: Stolen bathe horse attempted to stomp the
Salt Lake
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SCORE
mon riia fnre feet tore the muscles in
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tb U Magee to secure the use of one purchased by they might mistake this for tne
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BlacKburne; Blackburne
Jacob-so- n
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Then
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Hogg
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Vernon
Hogg.
the demon from stoinpiiiy
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ditions
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'ine Parker's face and captured the horse
threshed,
prices for
Los Angeles, Calif., July 7.
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-Second game:
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R H E. grade, dirty poorly
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immost
rier
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one
and
wheats
gunners certainly did a wonuerrui nfter a race.
Morning game:
f'rst appear
..ooo ooi oi,- -4
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CHALLENG E
TQ AMERICA NOT
ADVANTAGE TO FOE
British

Aire

Expert Shows

Naval

That Purpose of Attack Off
Atlantic Coast Failed When
Fleet Stayed Overseas,

Plain Facts About the Meat Business

.

My

The Federal Trade Commission in its recent report on
war profits, stated that the five large meat packers have
been profiteering and that they 'have a monopoly of the
These conclusions,
fair and just, are matters of serious
t'.mcern not only to those engaged in the meat packing
business but to every other citizen of our country.
The figures given oir profits are misleading and the
statement that, the packers have a monopolv is unsupported by the facts.
The packers mentioned in the report stand
ready to
prove their profits reasonable and necessary.
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If the bigger submarines with big
ger guns really get to work a
more serious situation
than thai
which is revealed may. be created. But
it will not be serious from the point
of view of the main operations of the
war. : ,.
...
,

'

.,

,

chial trouble which persist at this
time of the year usually are of an ob- stlnate character. That Is all the more
reason why a truly reliable remedy
like Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
should b used. Mr. Margaret flmale.
Blshnn. Pallf.. writes: "Foley's Honey
end Tar I s grand remedy: more than'
Is claimed for It. I was suffering- - front
a cold last week snt vsed the medi- ilne and It anted like a, charm." Contains no opiates. 814 ererywhar,

by-produc-

;

,
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ARMY LIFE FINE
FOR YOUTHS, SAY
VIS TORS TO CAMP

In

nf mm.

just tmnx, Ma, Viaus no
longer a boy. He s a full grown man
now. He's doing a man's Job and I'm
proud of him. Never as proud of him

before In my life."
"Well, that's Just what I think,"
pines up Biss, whose thoughts also
evidently had been reflecting back to
the lad In khaki. "Mr, you always act
as though we were still kids.
Why,
here I am past 18 and Bill he's 23
old.
Tell
years
you what. If they had
an army of soldiers like Bill,
those
n
Germans would't last long.
Don't .you worry about Bill. Ma: he's
big eonughto take care of himself
nn inn Desi or em.
t
Pa and Ma and Siss were onlv one
low-dow-

Families of Men at Funston
See Benefits Which Come
'
From Drilling and Discipline; Size of Place Surprise

.

little party of hundreds that make
their pilgrimages to the army camp
on weekly visitors' day to . see Hill
or Jim or John or some one. of the
thousands of youths. It all is a revelation to them. Exclamation nolnts
soon lose their meaning. Ahs and Ohs
at the vastness of the camp likewise
'AMoelstedPTCMrerrMBMdmHw.t
become meaningless through repeti
Camp Funston. Kana.. Jul i t tion, as Bill shows them through the
was a red letter tnv
-'amp. They ate dinner In the
j w entire mess
hall with him. visited the
'BttheyIn a" cam ......P 'rom. army
u. a. naiis ana saw where Bill
.
i. M. his
"
1,1.11
"""
"...
j...
does
'
orotner Bill.
dally drilling.
It was all
u"? w"n
r
better about Bill's strange to the visitors, but from the
.
now
Bill
time
I. .
been
from
the
you've1
emerged
barracks,
"my aon 1
iu VT "
you?" asked a broad grlrt decorating his features
In
f.! V "t,r,0t
the car. had they felt quite secure and had to ask
homeward bound Jour- - no more questions, which thev had
ney
found often elicited,' terse and un'2' ? yes. I guess so. it's' all
answers,
pretty nice." Ma replied timidly, wlp-in- g sympathetic
Hirgcncss Is Surprise.
a last stray tear from her eyes.
After the formality of securing
Her answer Indicated that,
passes has been completed, the visthe good-by- e
had been said although
and
the
itors
make inquiry as to where they
family was on its way back home, still will find
Bill's barracks. Possibly they
her thoughts har remained with the are
surprised to discover that the first
boy In khaki they had Just left.
,
: '
they address does not know
' soldier
f
P Sees Benefit.
Bill not yet aware of the magnitude
"Fine thing for a boy like Bill
of
the
or of what an Infinitesi
camp
fine thing." Pa enthused vigorously mal
of it their own Bill constiendeavoring' to divert Mr'a mind and tutes.part
bouy up bar spirit. "It'll be th male
At last they arrive at the barracks
-V

.r

i; c

irn.

'

I

where Bill lives. ! They stop In the
orderly rooms, the place where the
commanding officer of the company
has his office, and ask to see Bill.
The "top cutter" (.top sergeant) then
sends an orderly to get Bill. Here he
comes, revealing a full row of white
teeth, mighty glad to see the folks. Ma

is almost overcome.
She srrabs him
first, and hangs on, Bill later emerget
somewnat emnarrassed but still proud
of mother's demonstration, and tells
ana hiss noway." Bill is all
dressed up In his new khakt uniform
which his athletic figur fils out In
admirable fashion. Bill first suggests that he show
them the barracks and the bunk
where he sleeps.. They see an Iron cot,
comfortable springs,
a couple of
blankets, a couple of comforters, a
wooden box in which he keeps his personal effects. These boxes are about
four feet long, a foot and a half wide
and a foot deep. The famous barracks bag that Is issued to every soldier Is inspected next. The bags, made
of a rough, strong material, are of
sufficient size to contain all Bill's effects. Whenever a soldier moves, his
baggage is packed In this bag. A company of men moving from one barracks to another, each carrying his
barracks bag, is not an
uncommon sight. Bill shows the folks
the Inspection passe on the uniform,
shoes, and other articles of apparel;
they seem particularly Interested Ip
bis gun and bayonet.
The mess kit is Inspected next.. Ma
says It's a wonder even more compact than her new kitchen cabinet
For a while the family sits In the barracks and chats, then they start for a
stroll through the grounds. The barracks are perfection Itself on visitors'
..''
day. ,,
'$
'.:;',r
.
ii.
ii
'
f
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.

Furthermore and this is very important only a small
portion of this profit has been paid in dividends. rThe
balance has been put back into the businesses. It had to
be, as you realize when you consider the problems the
packers have had to solve and solve quickly during
these war years.
To conduct this business in; war times, with higher costs
and the necessity of paying two or three times the former
prices for live stock, has required the use'of two or three
times the ordinary amount of working capital. The additional profit makes only a fair return on this, arid as has

fr SL

BAYS IT ACTED I,IKR A CHARM.
Cou she, cold. sore throat or bron-

They wish it were possible to interest you in the details
of their business. Of how, for instance, they can sell
dressed beef for less than the cost of the live animal, owand of the wonderful
ing to utilization of
of
the
of
methods
distribution
story
throughout this
broad land, as well as in other countries.
The five packers mentioned feel justified in
with each other to the extent of together presenting this
public statement.
They have been able to do a big job for your government
in its time of need; they have met all war time demands
promptly and completely and they are willing td trust
their case to the fairmindedness of the American people
with the facts before them.

v
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v

one-thir-

,

half-hearte-

'

positive statement.
Furthermore, government figures show that the five
large packers mentioned in the report account for only
d
about
of the meat business of the country.

ar

sum-

exas-pera-

No evidence is offered by the Federal Trade Commission
in support of the statement that the large packers have a
monopoly. The Commission's own report shows" the
large number and importance of other packers.
The packers mentioned in the statement stand ready to
prove to any fair minded person that they are in keen
competition with each other, and that they have no
power to manipulate prices.
If. this were not true they would not dare to make this

.

6,

thorities jn rWeshntrn

If you are a business man you will appreciate the significance of these facts. If you are unacquainted with business, talk this matter over with some business acquaintancewith your banker, say and ask him to compare
profits of the packing industry with those of any other
large industry at the present time.

The meat business is one of the largest American industries. Any citizen who would familiarize himself with its
details must be prepared for large totals.
The report states the aggregate profits of four
large
packers were $140,000,000 for the three war years.
This: sum 'is compared, with $19,000,000 as the
average
annual profit for the three years before the war, making
it appear that the war profit was, $121,000,000.
greater
'
'
than the pre-wprofit. '
This compares a three-yea- r
profit with a one-yeprofit
a manifestly unfair method of comparison. It is not
only misleading, but the Federal Trade Commission apparently has made a mistake in the figures themselves.
j ''.
The aggregate three-yea- r
profit of $140,000,000' was
earned on sales of over four and a half billion dollars.
It means about three cents on each dollar of sales or a
mere fraction of a cent per pound of product.
Packers', profits are a negligible factor in prices of live
stock and meats. No other large business is conducted
upon such small margins of profit.

,

mer, was then always a clear possl.
billty of the situation.
Two Reflections.
Why It did not materialize last year
was due, I think, to two reflections,
which may reasonably be expected to
have carried some weight with the
Berlin authorities. In the first place,
any massacre on a considerable scale
of American children, nursery maids
and holiday-makin- g
mothers, might
have been visited on those of German birth and descent In America, In
a manner as sudden and drastic as It
certainly would have been ' unpleasant.
It Is quite possible that those In
Berlin who know America best have
warned the German authorities that,
If they hove any tenderness at all for
their brothers in blood In the United
Ptatpg they had better keep the finer
fruits of kultur to this side of the
Atlantic. But there was another con.
sideratlon not less formidable. It took
the Germans two and a half years to
get the Americans Into the war. They
may well have thought that, though
'n, they might for a reasonable period
be
It Is good policy then, not to
them or to repeat such follies
as the Rcarborough
and Hartlepool
bombardments, which, it wilt be resent
membered,
up volunteering In
this country as did nothing else.
Whatever the explanation, the fact
remains that for fourteen months the
Germans have attempted no coup In
American waters at all. Their begin-- ,
is a modest one. But the war
Is reaching an ugly stage, and Gerfor frightful- -'
many's hands may Itch
'

been stated, the larger portion of the profits earned has
.been used to finance huge stocks of goods and to provide
additions and improvements made' necessary by the
enormous demands of our army and navy and the Allies.

market

tinre-stricte-
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Arthur Pollen.,

At last the Herman have organized
nnrt struck ot America
!n America.
It is a significant departure. It may
be the beginning of much bigger
things.
But it is a big thing as It
stands by Itself. Its bigness will be
measured by its effects, and they will
not be pleasant for its authors.
It Is the nature of tilings, after
being at war for fourteen months
without the enemy havinsr struck an
near home as this, that the American'
public should be enjoying the delic- lous thrills of a new sensation. But to
those whose busines it is to think
connecieaiy anout the war the only
element of surprise in this jaid is
thut which attaches to an event long
foretold
so Ions, indeed, without the
prophecy beinar fulfilled as to make
the expected, when it comes, unexpected.
When on February 1, 1917,
d
submarine war began ; I
pointed out that America's participation In the war at once became inevitable and proceded to speculate on
the charcter of the naval assistance
that that great country could afford.
And, in the course of what I wrote
pointed out that while the American
party was powerful In battleships,
whose asistance we should be glad tfc
have, such help was not strictly a
necessity of the moment.
It was also
not particularly strong in destroyers,
which were needed badlv, and that It
was quite possible that'lt would not
be good policy to send these to European waters, because American
ping would in its own waters be open
to precisely the same form of attack
fea shipping on this side.
J
America's Bolder View.
Our gallant allies, fortunately for
us, took a holder view of the siutatlon,
and their destroyers were' under orders for Quecnstown some time before the declaration of war was authorized by congress.
And for fourteen months the enemy not only abstained from any such demonstration
as I had feared, but what in a sense
was more surprising remembering
the standard of manners kultur has
set up in Europe he forebore from
the more tempting operation of bombarding the American seaport towns
I was a good deal in Washington In
the course of: last summer and autumn, and discussed the possibilities
of the situation with most of the bigwigs of the navy department. But for
one consideration, I could see no reason at all why the admirals tab neglected the very obvious opportunity
which Atlantic City, Long Beach and
many other American seaside resorts
afforded to that peculiar kind of gallantry which the German navy exhibits towards women and children. Many
of these seaside resorts are built on a
scale Inconceivable to those who are
only familiar with such holiday places
ns Margate and Blackpool. Some of
them cover mors ; than a score of
square miles and consist of lightly-bui- lt
wooden houses, interspersed with
vast caravanserai hotels, just as inflammable as the cottages and bungalows. They are all of them brilliantly illuminated at night, and the
temptation to bombard them with the
incendiary shell - when the killing of
holiday makers,'- not by the score,
but by the thousand, was an absolute
certainty presented Itself to my mfnd
as one that no normally constituted
Oerman submarine captain could possibly resist.:.
Any submarine of an ordinary tvpe
I mean leaving out the
submarine cruisers from consideration
could cross the Atlantic, operate off
the American coast for a week or two,
and return without taxing its resources unduly,
it will be re
membered, sank half a dozen ships of
Newport, as a sort of demonstration
of what America might expect if she
went to war, a few weeks before the
presidential election of 1916. Such a
raid as has now taken place, and as
T was
discussing with the naval au-
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Armour & Company
Cudahy Packing Co.
(Morris & Company
Swift & Company
Wiloon & Company
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SPECIAL SESSION
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and the
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nd I understand
states such as Wisejonsin In the recent
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"I find that three governors, nota' rEhtn.oandourlnvlo'n
soldiers and sailors."
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was made known at the
It
executive
sldering milling such a special session offices that there was
Dut tne others are not.
unlikely to
re"Ched
,e" day'
Sarflesf"
Turns, on Throe Tilings.
"The practical question turns on
three things:
COAL AND LIGHTARE
"First, we should have not merely
to pass this law, but to repeal or
RATIONED IN ENGLAND
amend a number of existing laws In
conformity, such as the one under
which the present state conventions
London, July 7. Coal and Hirht nr.
can be held ten days prior to the elec.
.
tion a manifest absurdity If we pro rationed in KnnnH
or
der
effective July i"
, .." "!w
posed to vote our soldiers overseas.
The
plan provides for the rationing
"Second, there Is the protection of
the ballot, the throwing of safeguards of gas. electricity and coal on
coal
arouna it. consumption basi, at the rate of
one-haand
tons
Is
of
a
"Third, there
coal for twS
question whether
even if desired, it would work out roomg in a dweUIng house. For other
practically. Our boys will be In the rooms a ton each is allowed. Beyond
front line trenches, In aviation camps, that the consumer will not be allowed
at the rear. In hospitals, brigaded in to go. so that If he is not economical
different sectors, how would, they, all he may find himself without
either
'
coal or gas before the year Is up.
get a chance to vote?
The new tea rationing regulation '
"And finally, there is the possibility
of a chaotic condition In the state gov- provides for an allowance of two
ernment. These votes taken In widely ounce a week for each ranmm.F ,
scattered areas all over this country which la estimated to be equal to thai
and the battle fronts of the east and average pre-w,.
t ..
In Europe might conceivably be many
me ice cream consumption.
restriction order has
weeks or even months reaching the been changed to permit the sale of
election board here and, so close are water Ices or ice puddings, provided
our elections .that we might find our no cream, milk or sugar la used In
elves in a condition which woujd bt their manufacture.
at the fact as to
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Gov.

Lindsey Is Considering
the Matter Carefully From

'All Angles;

No Decision for

at Least Ten Days.
vommin jousmali..
sneiAi. cttsuoMeNce
Snata Fe, N. M., July 7. The proposed special, session, urged primarily
to provide a means by which the votes
of the soldier and sailor citizens of
New Mexico may be cast In the. approaching elections, is by no means a

certainty, either In the near future or
early In the fall. If the status of the
scheme does not largely change from
that Indicated by Governor W. E.
Lindsey Saturday morning.
"I am considering the matter very
seriously," said the governor, "and my
mind is still very much unsettled as
to what ought to be done about, the
matter. From the sentimental side
of the question, we will agree that
every New Mexican who Is inducted
Into the service ought not as a Consequence be deprived of his right to express his wish as to the conduct of affairs at home. The theory is an admirable one and a most patriotic one.
.
"I am making every effort to Bet
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Sheep increased in number, for the
first time In, a generation and a half,
by about 1,300,000, and the number
of swine increased by nearly 4,000,000.
And, despite the predictions and reports of the agricultural department
and other professional Investigators,
we're going to risk the prediction that
the American farmers' crops will, this
season, break all records, in most particulars. Besides, there is going to be
a minimum of waste through overproduction, if such a thing is possible.
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Monday, July 8, 1918.

SHE DESERVES THE HONOR

FOURTH OF JULY IS

(From ho Berlin KreuzzeltuiiR:)
"Frau Klara Pieper of the Berlin
high school for girls, opposes suffrage
for German women. She said:.
"The abnormal circumstances pro
duced by the war are being exploited
by worthless and shamless worship
ers of foreignerism to claim the right
of the franchise for German women.
"We German women want no such
thing; our whole being is opposed to it.
The German women must keep herself unsullied by party hatred.
"Quietly and faithfully, in accordance with all the
German traditions.
she must continue to servo her house
hold In the kitchen and in the nursery.
or devote herself to a calling that Is
esseniiuiiy icminine.
"The franchifie furies of England
and America are to us German women not a modol but an abomination."

No, you feed and grow for

blood-drench-
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Self-starti-
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Fourth of Judy, celebration here sur
passed all previous efforts. A number
of parties from, Albuquerque drove In
by auto during the morning. L. R. McDonald, government farmer, escorted
about twenty-fiv- e
Indians from Jemez
pueblb and ranchers flocked in from
all points In the va'ley. Delicious donated
refreshments
sold
were
throughout the afternoon and evening.
The Indians gave a pleasing war
dance, and horseback "gallo" races
on the main street added a tinge of
excitement to the celebration. There
was also dancing throughout the afternoon and evening. The celebration
was given for the benefit of the Red
Cross and a neat sum was realized,
about ?10 coming from the dance
alone.

.

Jose Andres Martlnea encountered
two bears while traversing a mountain trail ten miles above here on the
Fourth. He shot the smaller one and
is displaying the pe't. There were
tracks of several others In the vicinity,
he said.
'

CODY COOKS
.. TO ATTEND SCHOOL'

CAMP
cases In the 125 recorded of German
officers showing any concern for their
charges.
Generally the guards who
exhibited kindness were in fear of being discovered by their officers. ".

THH JORNAL takaa ant prlita
atxty hour, and thirty mlnutel of
Associated ' Preea leased wire
service each week. No other newspaper published In Now Mexico take
houra ot Asmore than twenty-fou- r
sociated Preae eerrlce during a week.

war-strick-

BY

(optctAi coaaaasoMoaMca to uowNiNa jounnali
Jemez Springs, N. M.. July 7. The

a year or more before you market.
Meat prices are bound to be such that
the farmer cannot lose through lack
of distribution of his cereal products.
It is up to the war management to
move sufficient farm products to supply the home consumer and our foreign allies. The furmer having products over and above this point can
feed to his stock, knowing that it's

money well invested.
Markets? By the time the calf, pig
or lamb born lust spring, is saleable,
the American farmers will have to restock Europe with cattle, hogs and
sheep. There will be no problem as
to prices, no problem of transportation, with our enormous fleets relased
1918
S,
MONDAY
...JULY
from war business.
Secretary Houston puts particular
PIOSKltTS HIS PAKTY.
,
on this warning:
emphasis
candidate
socialist
L.
Allen
Benson,
be highly unfortunate if
would
"It
for president in 1916 and generally
level- anyone were to regard the promise for
most
one
of
the
as
regarded
the 'future as any warrant whatever
headed and capable men in the party, for
relaxation of efforts both for
deIs
has bolted. His resignation
or for fuller conscribed ns a "protest against the for- greater production
servation."
bethat
born
blindly
leadership
eign
Don't worry, Mr. Secretary. ' The
lieves a
policy can be farmers are
naturally conservers and
made to appeal to many Americans.
they're going In for more production
socialIn his letter addressed to the
because they like money, as do the
ist local in Yonkers to which ha has rest of us. And the millions
of Amerbelonged for leven years, Mr. Ben- icans who are strictly consumers are
son says it Is his belief that nothing going to conserve because of the
high
worse could happen to the world than prices. Patriotism. o be sure, enters
the triumph of German Imperialism, Into both production and conservaand tlfat therefore he cannot remain tion. Add to patriotism profit, and
In a party which places all the belligyou have an irresistible popular force,
erents on a parity and recently in for war or peace purposes.
Wisconsin advocated the withdrawal
of the American army from Europe.
A Chicago man named Harrison, afThe letter In parts reads:
ter being chased 20,000 miles by hlr
"I do not believe In the attitude abandoned wife, got out of the scrape
taken by the party toward the war In by enlisting, in court. Say, do we
what has come to be known as the want in the army a fellow ho will
'St. Louis resolution. I do not believe retreat like that? But, maybe he was
in pledging tho party to acts of vio- only "falling back to a more advantalence. Nor do I regard the belliger- geous position," like those Austrlans.
ents as equally guilt. I know, for inWHAT A DIFFEREXCE.
stance, that Belgium is not guilty at
all and that Germany is guilty of all.
1 know
of the United
Perhaps among all the Incidents
States wages war for neither money connected with the celebration of In
nor land, while the government of dependence Day abroad there was
Germany covets both money and land. none more pathetic than one that ocI know that Germany, any moment curred in an unnamed French village.
remnant of the. pop
ehe will accept it, can get a Just peace The
and I feel that until she will accept a ulation observed the day in as fitting
a- manner1
as was possible under the
just peace she should be compelled to
,
circumstances.
As General' Pershing
accept war.'
"The Socialist party has among its came walking along the street a litleaders an undue percentage of for tle French girl presented him with a
elgn born. These foreign born lead floral wreath on behalf of the childrs mislead the party, because they ren of the village.
Whereupon the
are Incapable by reason of .their birth general great, big, tender hearted,
Pershing tenderly
of doing otherwise. They cannot feel noble General
what Americans feel. And they are picked the little waif up and kissed
her.
assisted by an anarchistic, syndieal
There are no children or adults
istlc minority that the party, prior to
the war, had always suppressed. The either presenting flowers to any of
last suppression of this faction was the German generals, nor do any of
the beginning of the party's down- the kaiser's commanders condescend
to show such art attitude toward the
fall."
Toward the end of his letter Mr. unforunate little ones whose fathers
are at the front fighting
or more
Benson says:
"The syndicalists has contaminated likely are taking their last long sleep
boII of
Socialist doctrine by foisting anarchist beneath the- ideas upon the country as Socialist heroic France.
The difference is that Pershing is
Ideas. A few men in the party who
He Is by nature gentle
should have known better have ac- an American.
cepted and proclaimed the false doc and kind. True he is leading a mighty
trine that workingman can have no army, but not for the purpose of con
country and therefore that it is Imma- quest or exterminating (hose, partic
terial to him whether the country In ularly the civilians, who are oppos
which he lives iWt be at war, shall be ing him. He is merely playing an important part in crushing Prussianism
defeated or not.
Ever since the days of Plato, and so that the world may fie made safe
especially since the writing of Sir for future generations. In his heart
Thomas Moore's "Utopia," men have there rankles no feeling of animosity
dreamed of a society which should be against the enemy except such as may
a
brotherhood. Social have been engendered by the atrocl-tfe- s
he may have seen or heard of
Ism made great strides In the United
States but, as Mr. BfenBon states, there which have been committed by the
were too many foreign born among its Huns in the occupied regions of Belleaders.
Perhaps had the war not gium and France, leading to a firm
swept over the world this condition resolve on his part that the Germans
of affairs might have continued fend must be cowed and shorn of their
not been questioned. But the war Is power to such, an extent that the
shall be free from the menace
making Americans mighty leary of world
ot Prussianism forever hereafter.
foreigners, particularly those of Ger
With the German leaders It ia difman blryr from among whom many of
the socialist leaders In this country ferent. They spring Xrdm military
were recruited. These lenders and the stock and from the moment they are
anarchistic ideas which they taught able to comprehend anything they are
will have to be relegated to the Tear taught to hate. It is drilled into them
before the socialists can ever hope to that all other nations, are their enemies. Their finer sensibilities, if they
again make a respectable showing.
possess any, are dulled early la life
11
a
even
ne
Air. uenson,
was, or is
by the instruction they undergo. They
socialist, shows that he is an Amerl
can and his stand could be well emu are taught to be soldiers, to shoot, to
lated by the rank and file of the party burn, to destroy life, property and
from which he has divorced himself. everything else which, according to
their view, hinders the advancement
The kaiser's living expense must be of the fatherland. Thoy grow up to
he has be brutes, with Instincts on a paf with
soaring skyward. We notice
Just increased
the war ' levy which the savages of the forest.
Pershing picks up the little girls
Belgium must pay to Germany from
' The
German lead
B0 million francs to CO million francs and kisses them.
ers ruthlessly cut off the hands and
760
This
is equivalent to
monthly.
francs per capita which the Belgians ears of the little tols. gouge out their
eyes and otherwise mutilate them.
must pay monthly.
the oth- Pershing is American-born- ;
German-borare
erg
THE FARMER HOLDS A FINE
Pershing, of course, Is among
HAND,
friends while the Huns are among
Secretary of Agriculture IToustqn Imaginary enemies. But we doubt not
says that the American farmers are that Pershing would Show the same
generous Bpirit toward German child
surely winning thS war.
Despite horses and mules exported ren under similar circumstances.
for war work, the number In this
party 'bosses
Evidently Michigan
country increased during the last fiscal year by 454,000. Milch cows were want only a senator who doesn't start
'
Increased in number 390,000 and other until they crank him u p. V A
suit 'em.
Ford
doesn't
Increased
about 2,000,000.
cattle

AT

.:

Ordinarily, the farmer's efforts are
at the mejpcy of weaiher, dis.ributlon
and the market. Weather . is still
somewhat of a question, but the other
two horns of his problem are practically eliminated.
You don't take a calf, a lamb, or a
shoat, plant them In April and have to
harvest them the next August or September.

PEOPLE.
JfMEZ SPRINGS

OBSERVED

treat rooda t'aptain

RAMAH STOCKMAN AND
FARMER IS STRUCK BY
LIGHTNING

of the school for army bakers and
1.
horA fmm H R tt
Creek, Mich., to conduct a school for
and bakers, lie is me mvemu.
DIES cooks
of the Dunne field bakery and th
field cooking,, range.,

AND

(SPtCAl CO.RtlMMtDffNCI

TO MOftNIN

1 1
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Ramah, N. M.,' July 7. John Crosby, farmer and stockman, was struck
by lightning on the evening of July
3 at his home eight miles south of

Ramah.

(Asaorlnled Preae rofrenpondenM.)
v r . .Tnlv 7. Army
cooks at this camp will no longer mis

-

DELEGATES LEAVE FOR
-

,.

RATE CASE, HEARINGS

Crosby had gone from his home
mornim jouanali
with a spade to turn the flood water iop.cial eosaaeroHoaNce. to
nuiuimiu
Kanta re, auiy
from an arroyo into a surface lake
the state
corporation comniis. . . ......
when he was struck by lightning. He toya of
i . t. . tnwt . V. i i
liointf
"
itut iubi niK"was found by his litle boy who noti- sioii,
met at Lamy by Corporation Commisfied Mrs. Crosby and his neighbor,
Amos W. Betrs of Arizona, who
"N
...
Fred Lewis. Crosby was almost sioner
him to a conference of
drowned by the flood waters when he accompanied
Rate association, at
Intermountain
the
was rescued from the arroyo. He was wnicn xNew jhwicu h4
u,.
taken to Ramah during the night and able freight and passenger rates will
.
a'l
but
j
Dr. Davis of Zunl, was called,
efforts failed to resuscitate him. He
was unconscious from the time .he
The principal means used were:
wag struck, and died shortly before
(1) 'Careful neglect to give medical midnight on July 4.
His brother, Judge Crosby of St.
treatment to wounded prisoners (durof Mesa,
ing Journeys which, lasted two to. five Johns, Ariz., and J. T. Lesuer
j
., . ...
v. .1
Mrs. Crosby's father, were
Ariz.,
days.
beHeve Chamberlain's Tablets have
"I
to
attend
came
who
feaved my life, writes Mrs. Maggie Coil,
(2) Overcrowding of officers, and among the people
....,
.,T
... ..
. J
y
J
rt.
the funeral.
men wounded and unwounded
Dependent had resided here for four
in unclcaned and manurious horse
n
uaa
so
Btomac
i
years and was known as a very" ener-getand cuttle trucks.
I
thought I conld not
and enterprising citizen.
of sanitary ac(3)
live. Our doctor said
commodation.
of
Elementary requireit, was congestion
ments of decency and cleanliness were CLOSE CHECK MADE IN
the stomach. I would
constantly refused.
'
go toted perfectlywell
WORK OR FIGHT ORDER
(4) Deliberate deprivation of food
and wake tip in the
and water. The German lted Cross
night as bad as I could
TO noNitie jeiuaMALl
nurses habitually declined to supply
canci!. coeeOHOitcf
be and live. Our docthe British prisoners.
Santa Fe. July 7. The state coun-or
tor said it would do
(5) Differential treatment of Brit- cil of defense is applying the work
no good to give medimen from
d
ish and French prisoners with the ob- fight order to
cine internally. Hi
The
idlers.
are
all
who
18 to 60 years
ject of degrading the British. At
had to inject medicina
sent out to be filled, ask: "Iscards
stages of the Journey British prisonin my arm. Since tak... u .... . rnrttribut w . x1 . 9. ,iAmmmt
ers were displayed to the execration ilie an j.
ing Chamberlain's
of the crowd.
f ted and invested in war funds? If no
Tablets I can eat anyThese were the almost universal visible means or support, wnq
shelclothes
and
methods employed against the "Eng vides him with food,
thing I want without
that the order
hnrUnK me." This
It, is mude . clear
lish, swine,' tho usual epithet apptleo ter'.'"
nnn,. n kanlthoofllf Aril Vft- There are very Jt
.7 i ' f.Q form of indigestion is
by German prisoners.
Tiftinf nl unrl
J,. a
caionists, Btudenls or persons with
many examples of other acts of bruoften dangerous. By
tality. The commonest were striking regular occupations who are In New
men
and' spitting upon officers and
taking Chamberlain's
aC J
and the theft of their Iwlongings. One
Tablets after eating,
Night schools for- housekeepers are
officer was compelled by a German to be established undpr the guidance and especially when yon have fulness
nurse to walk naked from his stretchof Miss Alice M. Loomls, federal agent and weight in the stomach after eating,
er to the station buffet (used as a hos- lor nome economics wuu ic
i,w. the disease may be warded off and
pital), a distance of 100 yards, which Washington, D. C.
avoided. Chamberlain's Tablets not only
ho did after a sentry called up by the
nurse had forcibly removed ills only Journal Wants Brlnq Results aid digestion, but strengthen and invigorate the stomach,
covering, a blanket, and had given
him "one or two gentle prods'" with
his bayonet.
Civilians' Conduct Bad.
The behavior of the civilians was
worse even than that of the military.
The report, summarizing, with much
moderation art overwhelming mass of
'
evidence, says:
On all journeys without exception,
whenever the train stopped and halts
were always long and frequent a
dense and highly hostile crowd was
found on the platform, who surged
round the. carriages and trucks containing prisoners,
threatening them
with knives and revolvers and insulting them with the grossest forma of
abuse. German officers often took an
active part on these occasions. One,
scene in particular, at Aachen on September 2, ia described by sevcrul witnesses. Here a mob of drunken Uhlans and railway employes was deliberately Incited against the prisoners'
by a German colonel. Their behavior
became so threatening that the train
was saved from being rushed by the
crowd only by being moved out of the
station.
If there happened to be
among the prisoners a Highlander In
By special arrangement Tha Journal guarantees to deliver,
a kili, this curiosl.y would be exhibitthrough an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
ed in tho doorway of the truck.
worth ot tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers in
,, ,
Well dressed women were constantFrance and on tha way to France.
ly prominent in these scenes, and oftof
In attractive
are
The
60c
worth
up
put
tobacco)
packages
en at wayside stations rows of school
patriotic packages. In every package wa put a return postal card
children would be found drawn up,
so
with your name and address
that you will get wnjd back from
chanting choruses of abuse. At the
the battlefields , from aa many soldiers as you aobscribs IS sent
journey's end the prisoners would
, t
v
places.,
.
have tho same experience as they were
j
marched from the station to their
'iS
i
TOBACCO
MIGHTY SCARCE
camp. At Torgau, for examplo, a party of 30 officers, arriving In the eventhe. Trenches
Near
after
three
"
'a
ing
days' Journey, were
iutviif coBb'si upaths op
,
marched through the town with a thin
guard of old Landstrum troops, and
ws had come through the gate of the school
I
;
"As
recall
now,
had great difficulty In getting through
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
the Immense spitting, threatening
to us from the left. Which meant from across the battlcfront. brought
crowds, mostly well dressed people of
tu our noses a certain smell which ws already knew full wety
the middle classes, which thronged
the wtreets. At one large house sevToil" get Itj 1 see' said the German offfcer, who stood alongeral ladles in evening dress stodd at
side of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
an open window shouting and shakmiles when the wind is strong" and he waved his left arm toward
It aa though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
ing their fists. On of these officers
tobacco Is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
describes how, as they left the train
at Tofgau station, a woman leaned
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the mea in the
from the window of a first class comfront trenches. ' As long as they smoke
and keep oa smoking they
partment and spat in his face.
can stand that."
.,..,
,
, v,u,,
,tlFrom the statements of the offiNo Matter How Small the Amount Sent. It ia.
cers two "reasons for the special hatred of the British by the Germans
Our boys are going to need tobacco In great quantities. Fill out
I
emerge:
the coupon now Today Is None Too Soon and make It generous I
'
(1) The Bpike 'in the regulation
Bring It, or mail It, to Ths Journal Office. r rr
clasp knives enrried by the soldier
was used for nickimr out the eyes of
the German wounded;" and,'(2 the
THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO.
lintish used dum-dubullets. . These
appeared to be articles of faith among
"
stocks. Kcl, Popalar elfaMttee kaTtn fatal! value
the German civilians, and were credited by many German soldiers. It was
........Me pkg. No. 1 Popular pise to twos hartaaT ratal! vala at Ma,.
nlsq alleged that the British cut the
throats of the German wounded. There
........ pk. No, Popular clsnratte tobaoao aavlas retalt nine al Ma.
Is likewise evidence that the repulse
.........e pk. No. 1, Popslair pins' ekewlag totaaae narlat retail valas
of the Germans at Ypreg by "French's
ot Ma.
V,
contemptible little army" bad made
.-'...
the Germans very bitter.
IB aMsrdanoe wUfc year after to sa popalar brans af tonaeee ana
In the long record of cruelty toaltmrettaa to ear Solalenr la Baropa ia aaae at Me paakaa as, eeea to sta.
wards suffering and defenseless men,
one kind of exception stands out. In
.
I saaleae ................ ... WM.M.M
several' cases; though by no means In
.
all, the guards In charge of the prisToss Name .......
sa,iaiiseeMtsll
oners .showed them what kindness
Mfnae Aisfess
they could, usually by procuring food
and water.
In some instances the
food thus smuggled in Was al Jthat the
CUjr, as4 ttate ...
MMMnMMM.M.MnM.
prisoners jot. . The men who did these
acts were nearly all in humble positions Ultre wan ,not half a doieu

va-- t
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WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
PASSIONS.
,
(Sir Waller Kalcigh.)
Passions are likened best to floods
and streams, the shallow murmur, but
the deep ure dumb.
IS FRANCE BliEl) WHITE?
(Stephane Lauzanne in Current Opinion.)
France is sufferinng, that Is true. In
the cataclysm that she did not wish
for, thut she did not start, that she!
did not prepare, she has lost morej
than a million men. And what men
they were! The Ecole Normnle, which)
Is the preparatory school for the!
French university, has lost 70 per cent!
of its pupils. Thut means that three- quarters of the thinkers, the literary
men, the scientists, theh philosophers,
the professors of France of tomorrow,
have been wiped out. They were the'
flower of her youth, the elito of her
i

intelligence.
- Add
to that seven departments,
roughly twenty thousand square kilometers In area, which have been inrufned and pilvaded,
laged. In these seven departments all
the machinery, all the raw materials,
all the merchandise, all the furniture
even to the doorknobs and the boards
In the floors, have been taken away.
These departments wore among the
richest and most prosperous of those
on which France most prided herself
industrially.
Add to that the cultivation that has
been destroyed, the soil that has been
.made untillable, the trees' that has
been cut down, the roads that have
been torn up and the bridges that
have been demolished. Add all the
misery, all the mourning, all the sickness; a million wounded and Injured
men who have been lost as living
forces by a nation which did not have
too many inhabitants. Add the hundred thousand prisoners Germany
sejids back to us who have been made
tuberculous, paralytic, nervous wrecks
or lunatics, because they have been
physically maltreated.
Yes, France Is suffering
,
but It Is not truo;that she is worn out.
had
The horrible hbpe Germany
formed of emptying France of her
of
leaving her, fighting for
strength,
breath and conquered, beaten to the
earth for centuries to come, has not
been realized. France always stands
upright, her arm is still strong, her
muscles vigorous and her blood rich.
To destroy the lie that Frence is bled
white we must let figures, facts, statis
tics and definite proofs speak. The
public shall Judge for itself.
A nation that is worn out and bled
white has no army to defend itself.
France has not only still has an army,
but Bhe has an nrmy that is numerically and materially stronger than It
was at the war's beginning. In 1914,
at the Marne, Franco had an nrmy of
2
1
million men; today, after four
years of war, France hus on her battle
front. In the war zone, an array of
4
2
million met). But the value of
fighting men today lies not only in the
artillery they havo to Bupport them
behind the lines. It lies In the shells
the artillery Is able to fire,' in all that
material that makes up the sinews of
war of the present day. Here w find
that most extraordinary and marvel
ous effort that history records.
France, invaded, occupied,
France that had no mutlons in
dustry prior to 1914, or,a small muni
tlons industry at the best; that France
has built up a war industry tnat is
doubtless the bent in the world, which
is equal to the German war Industry
and on which the allies can draw in
the common cause.
This incomparable war Industry has
depermitted us not only to fight, to enefend ourselves and to attack the
my but also, to supply our friends, our
allies, with the munitions 'necessary
.
to fight.
Up to January, 1918, theB are the
was
able
amounts of munitions France
to hand over to the nations fighting
at her side in Europe: 1,850,000 rifles,
800 million cartridges. If million automatic rifles, ten thousand mlltrail- leuses, z,fi00 heavy guns,.' 4,760 airplanes. And to France has come the
honor of making the light artillery for
the American army, amounting to sev
eral
hundred euns per month.
"
A nation that Is worn out. and; bled
'white, has an empty treasury and is
ire longer able to obtain taxes from
Let us consider
Its ruined citizens.
what France has done In a financial
way iu thin war; From August 1.
(teva-abed-

i

1914, to January 1, 1918, the French
parliament voted war credits amounting to 20 billion dollars. Of this enormous amount only 2 billion dollars
from outside
have .been borrowed
sources; all the remaindtr has been
subscribed or paid for by taxation or
More
by loans in France herself.
than 1 billion dollars has been loaned
to- her allies by France.
In19l7 France had the heaviest
budget 'in all her history. The6 sinbilgle item of taxes was raised to
lion francs (1,200 million dollars), and
these, taxes were paid to the penny,
although 10 million Frenchmen were
mobilized in the army, in the factories and on the farms, or were untaxable In the occupied regions. Tn t9l5,
Franco raised three
1916 and 1917
great- national loans. That of 1915
amounted to exactly 13,307,811,579
francs, 40 centimes, of which 6,017
million francs were paid in cash or
bonds. That of October, 1916, amounted in round numbers to 10 billions, of
which more than 5 billions were paid
in' hard cash or bonds. That of December, 1917. amounted to 10,629 million, of which 5,254 million francs
were paid In, cash or bonds.
Thufl, in sipte of the war, her invaded territories and her mobilized
citizens, France has, in three years,
raised three national loans of almost
17 billion in hard cash.
That Is three
times the amount of the war indemnity she paid Prussia in 1871.
,

REND 35,000 CHECKS 1.TLY.
(From n Bulletin of the Committee
of Public Information. '
So far more than 3 billion government checks, have been sent out by
the bueurau of War Risk Insurance,
most of which were for allotments and
allowances to the families and dependents of the enlisted men In the
army and navy. The total disbursements of the bureau up to June 10
were more than 98 million dollars, of
which 97 million dollars was for allotments and allowances.
More than 850,000 checks a month
are sent out, approximately thirty-fiv- e
thousand being mailed out every day.
The first checks for the June allotments were sent out July 1, Just as
the first May payments began June
1.
Kelatives and dependents of the
insured men should remember that
Vie payments for any month can not
be mulled out sooner than tho first
day of the succeeding month.
CTRREXT REMARKS.
The Independent (N. Y.)
Wilson Macnair Most women have
the hido and seek Instinct.
Perta Ruck Masterfulness doesn't
go down with all women, though all
men think it does.
,
Leonard
Merrick Everything Is
more or less of a disappointment ex-

cept the unattainable.

IT. H. Asqulth
1 find the greatest
relief from war strain in the fascinating but littlo appreciated subject ol
cutlery.
Emperor William,
Rooking upon
myself as the instrument of the Lord,
without regard for dally opinions and
Intentions, I Bn my way.
John Hastings Turner Comfort
consists
of drinking one's tea
from the saucer when it Is too hot,
and keeping one's Ideas to oneself
when they nro to unusual.
. ,
Hugh Walpole When you see some
one criticizing something you've always loved, it makes you hot defending it, but also, although you'd never
own it, tt makes you see weak spots.
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GERMAN KULTUR

Attacks of Indigestion

usu-ull-

ia

able-bodie-

v

r

SUBSCRIBE' NOW!
TO THE JOURNAL

Tob acGO run
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

j

(Peoria, (111.,) Journal.)
report on the treatment of British prisoners
of war during their
transport from Franco and Belgium to
Germany has. been Issued as a White
Paper C1. 8984). The report has
been drawn up., by the .. government
committee on the treatment by the
enemy of British prisoners of war. It
r,
deals with the period
1914, direct evldonce having now
been obtained from 48 officers and 77
N. C. O.'s and men, whose statements
are appended to the report.
In almost every case the treatment
of the British prisoners was barbarous but the most striking fact brought
out by this testimony given is that this
treatment was deliberate and carried
out by'ordev. Tha few Instances of
humanity shown "force into all the
greater'rellef," as the report states, ."a
remarkhble record ef organized cruelty." For that cruelty the German
imperial government wu responsible.
-
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;'8AHCBI.F0R SALE:
not buy
snmll ranch., move
to
frame, modern, i It Why'
a cut
living exp-itn
diIdI,
Bleeping Yiorches. Completely ' fur mum duringyour
thoio
a
r
W
hive.-msncid, suitable for - 2 ' families. tract of T acrc niih a tlmps.
hou,.
rents ror ' 30.00 per month; Jrd adob burn, fine youiiu uiilmr.t ..m,
I rev
of
....
i
Jmrt comtii Into l.mmiiB. i.llna , ,m ma,n
ward.
,'
iSUcii
la
and
all
under
l ulilvuilon, imly. t
2,Roo.
frame, bath etc.. mlUa from town.' Owiip,
leave Inalde
Bleeping porcn, fine shade trees, ce- - of week and will throw must
iicui mucu garage, good barni com nlturc, .farm Implcmente. Kaii denhous.hold fUr.
topi., hor..,
pletely furnished; 4th. ward.
V

$2.000.
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Monday. July 8, 1918.
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FCK EXC1AHG1E

Ten acre ranch,, convenient to City,
with fine orchard and 5 acres alfalfa
for CUy property. Owner cannot look
after the farm. What havo you to oft
fer, around $2,500 or less.
,'

&

Extensive Cattle or .Sheep Ranch controlling 200,000
acres of grazing range under fence, located in Eastern
Arizona. Watered by several running springs. Range
consists of deeded, homestead and leased lands. 30,000
head of sheep or 8,000 head of cattle can be ranged
through year.
e
cattle to be sold with ranch.
3,500 head
Best stock proposition in Southwest. Apply,
CH1F
H. M
MALTY-LP AH CO., Mmimssr

CO.

4 room
..s.soo.
trmfcD' ANU GOLD. ,'.
shingle bungalow,
moGorn, duiii-leaturcs, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
REAL fiT-0$2.600.
INSURANCE.
stuccoed bungalow in
' University Heights, modern,
flre- - Phone
1S.
2le West Go,d cheap. room modern RunRalnw. good loca(
tion, for, only $.',200. Terms to ault, Hurry
2
$5.500.
story 'brick resIf you want It.
idence, steam heat, lot 100x142,
'
11
.,
i
4th. ward.
'
W.
"
'?
'
tie
lld. Phone (07.
Male,
$3,t)00.
,
stuccoed bungalow,
Fire and Auto liuuranva.
Notary Publlo
mouern, nurtlvvood floors garagff; VAie.ifc Men for woil work. J. P vvTukT
(
Highlands, close in. ,
i2i.IL5"PI1.
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NANNY -NABBERA

TOTAL RESOURCES

FEDERAL RESERVE

SYSTEM INCREASE

l

$176,000,000

$10,000,000
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the British Official heing put 'Into
frame and It took aome time for them
'
alt W read It. "
The samo Interest wag displayed
wherr the' French- Off Ioial wan posted
but as this ws.ln the French, lan- a
guage.' interest evaporated, after cf
HttYory glance tram th majority
.
--

onlookers.

,

.,

many thousands know from
once. They not only do their,expert
work
surely, easily, gently, but wlthdut Jd

Jury to stomach or Intestinal
Oontaih ru .hablt-fortnlSold
Terrwh)rsi. (
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nf
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4

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal. Re- suiu ' are quick buu
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ItRStOTlATION TO ENTUT OP'
LANPo IX NATIQSfAIj 'FORZ3IT.

ARriytlfEI

nished' by Trost and Trost, Architects.
certified chectt equal to 2 per bent
of the-- estimated cost of' the building
will be required with each proposal
a a- guarantee of responsibility of the
bidder. Checks-wihe returned as
soon as. the Contract is closed; :', Ths
U
accept or, reject
right, is reserved
anyioV all proposals. A deposit of Ten
($10.00) pollars wijl be required for
each set of plans and speclffoatloni
otlti'whlchWlll . e) returned tO
. o
aim
,iej urfwj.ui tt ,
spsctftckflons are delivered bock to
A

-

n

gti

ii,-,-

,..

symptoms a swotlert muscles qt Jomts,
nerv,.1. ,
PASTURAGE.
backache, headache, dlziines
feelinv.' urlnarv rr mrt:28'izi&7s
ousness, nlayed-ot.-- "sWf
'..-t- y
thw sjresT
puffiness under
regularity,
limits. ' II. M ney swonthi
("slTsaoa,
m-Tou- neeq roicys rponey- purs, wrs, Wbon
(
r
Frank P- - Wood,- R, ?. 0. J, Morrill,
TO EXClUwNGST
Maine, writes1! "I, foynd.rellef ks soon
as 1 began taking Foley Kidney Pills. tuaand
aAOlAJileiaty scslaenoe
My husband ajao received much bene
f ei propereeetntry seat near ' AlbtMjuerq
tVs.hfneeVf
flow ISA Journal.
fit from them. Ms was se isms hs -.-,
could not.stoop, over; now bs fpels no
"
rANTED Jalosmen. Dsln.... tjold svsrrwhsrsj. w ;

Via

ut

.

-

-

n

j

,

At.;

.,

1V

Stifle,

Modln

Nortu.
t'UH.t KhINT

p.lclB,'

The Star Furniture Co.

Einiisiiiitew

118 West Gold Ave.
Have a nice lino of Furniture
Several gas plates .at low prices.
Still buying 2nd hand furniture.

m&

-

He

furniahed rooiua lor
West silver.
FOR RBNT-Moo- era
rurniineo ruoma: no
lands
WAN'1'IiO-.-Cai'ueiitci- s
described
lck: running water. tOUUj Wet Central.
"ji.-'i to ., iwr day.
72.08 acres, within
unoren ...o to 13.50 upr
dnv in i,hn,. FOB BENT Koom.
v, week. bath7
at once' Empl..j-mcnafltlonal Forests. Now
summer rates; no sick; over Uoldcti Ituia
V
.
Phona 354.
Stora.
to settlement and eniry unde?
subject
I
At t7nce au eMirrkncvd salra- - FOR RKNT Three furnished houseki-oplnt
of the homestead laws WANTEt)
.:"-trman for vncral atnre who
auuir
MS To
m
?f th t'nited
private ,f bath. Ola North
n.ojnn, wun
tho
of
act
Jpantoh flilpnilr.! Also a uookkPf)r.. I1o not
(Fourth.
June
1906 (34
gyrunioaa you nave Unit praciloal
233)
the
at
appiy
tiRANDW
United States land offl,
A
.
IIOTRIRoonis
ami apait- ON IT
know
that you can hold
perteuc and
mcnts, 019 West. Central. Mrs. Richard
pialtlon.-- Give full pariltulain In West,
TropHtfess.
first Icttfi' as tu oxperlcnco and salary
settler who was nct.uMly
,! ln good
iMPRiflAU ROOMfCTNict
t
ciiali rooms;
wnntfd, Addrcua
Co., Giants,
faith claiming any of said lands
rate by day or week; over Woolworth's,
for
;
!
8
WcsriCentral.
agricultural purposes prior to Janu- Pematc:
Hn' has not abandoned
FOR-- RKNT Nlcoly rurnim,ed outslda rooms
namo. has a preference
a. I E1 Girl for general housowork. 41
by tmvweek or month; elao furnished room
right to make We.
.. .
..
Coal,- i
a homestead entry for the
for light housekeeping.
Sims Until, earner
act- WAN iUir-Coilands
up
tent aaieawooian!
First end merest .
in
ually occupied, mh iff
Km, 1
'
Uofnomlat.
cd upon the applications of the ner-- 1
South.
A wninan lu do fuiuly washing.
.M,UV
iieiow, wno have a WANTBII
FOR RENT Furniahed' room7lTWst Sil
preference right subject to the prior rimnw ii.fr, fzv west copper.
no
no
cnuaren.
ver;
sick,
general hounework. Ap-pl- y
right of any such settler, provided WANTED Olil for
ii'OR REMT
Two nice cleun modern rooms
morntnga. S14. West Marquette.
such settler or applicant
Is qualified to
for
In desirable location. 801 West
men,
WOMAJ
For reneral housework; no 000k.
mako homestead entry and the prefer-o?C'
Wive.
lug. Address Box 126, Albuquerque.
.r!?ht ls excrcised prior to August
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
front - bed
WANTED
of"
cook,
24, 1918, on which date the lands
Experleneed
two.
family
will
eloee In. rhbne 143D-room;
tot South
be subject to settlement and entry by
ApplyUSt Bast Silver. Phone 1TM,
Fifth,qualified person. A tract of WANTED- - O In or woman for general house FOR HUNT Three? furnished roomsj Ha
any
567.51 acres, within what will probwork. Call afiwr 10 a. m. 60 North Third.
"West Lead. Inquire at residence or at the
ably be when surveyed See. 11 T 11 WA.VTBT) Housekeeper for Ranta Fe, N. mT Krwood Bakery
Small family.' Inquire 314 North Eleventh. FOR RUNT Furnished rooms for
N., R. 4 E., N. M. P. M., described
light
II. E. g. No. 270 as follows: Begin-by WA NT RD WqmaiT or7 gi rl f of" "'c lcanlngT
housekeeping. Coal atove and gas. 724
outh Second.
I'hnna 813, Albuquerque
Steady position.
ning at comer No, 1, whence U. S. I
1 Sandia bears N. 23
.'
FOR RENT
Furnlahd
house,
84' E., Sanatorium.
with ranvasa sleeping porch, light and wa-tchs.; extending thence S. 22.99 TKLEORAPHT, Stenography, Bookkeeping.
tio.O per month. 618 West Coal.
room
and
nsld:
be earned.
tuition
Board,
may
89"
8.
thence
chs.;
56' W., 25.02 chs.:
Buslneas
Colleges, Ixis Angeles and FOR RENT Sir, West l.esd avenue on
'
theneo NV 22.99 chs.j thence E. 25 Mackay
'
' '
Frasno,
ground floor, exceptionally well furnished
chs., to the place of beginning, except
room, with vanishing
bed.
private bath,
that portion (43.93 acres) 'heretofore
Itoom
RENT
has nice bay window, and splendid
FOR
Dwellingt.
restored under List
.
Screened varanda, adjoining.
the net
Thla Ideal
area hereby listed bcing'lS.58 acses,
apartment hae been dealgned to give comis
and
for
fort
desirable
couple.
very
application of Cosmo Garcia, Alame- FOR RENT Modertl
rramo housa"
da, New Mexico; I,lnt
with sleeping porch, shado trees, and barn
All lands
BlgtltailMlaVi
embraced in original list
East Marquette. Phono 743.
garage.
not for
FOR RENT furnished rooiua. , HI South
covered by List
will revert to t '.
- South.
waiter, mono sua.
the status which It occupied prior to FOR
fl
two-moFOR RENTFurnlshcd room, gentleman
the original listing, subject to any
sipping porch, light and
valid adverse claim. A tract of 160 wafer uald. glass
preferred. 101 South Walter.
$18.50 per month. . 610 West
FORRElS"rFurnlBhe'd root. "w;i,i
acres, within Sec. 25, T. 11 N.. R. 5 E.,
porch. BZ.t Routh Edith. Phono 13ir-V- .
described as the N4 SW14, the 8
0ft itkNT One fiirntshtiO tuur.room house
FOR RENT Newly
furnished
outside
403 Houlh Seventh. Apply at 214 West
NW'4, except that portion (101.50
rnm: reasonable. fll'S Hfoilh Arno.
Also four-roounfurnished house at
acres) heretofore restored under List Gold:
.
411
.
Booth
Seventh; '1
FOR RENT targe room wltv eleaptn
the net area hereby listed ber- porch; Ideal for two. (It East Central.
ing 58.60 acres, application of FranHltftitnnnek
cisco Garcia y Candclario, care Jesus r'uK
t)R RENT Large fumlthed front room.
Desirable
Jump
Over the
Woll gentleman prsfcred. 107 Soulh
Romero, old Albuquerque. New Mex
'
I13t-furnished
Phone
'
om
.'
ico; 1,1st
June 19, 1918. C. M. FOR RBNTcottage.
FiTrnlshed"-iwo.roPrevious' Week; Gold Recot
a
tag
FOR
HUNT
Rooms furnlaneu lor houseBRUCE, Assistant Commissioner of
wltti sleeplnn porch. 1021 South WaUor.
11
South
keeping, large aleeplng porch.
the Genera'l Land Office.
'
'
serve Also Soars Skyward
Bail. jtBNT .Fiiur-ru(.house two giassel Walnut.
la porches. Water paid, I4. Phone lf,a-J- .
FOR RENT Roams with sleeping porch
Lists-3-408-to Amount of
RENT-Three-'r4143, -- 4249.
FOR
. furnl.hed
with or without board. Phone 171. 11 J J
cottage.
'
1
"
' 4i-35- 4a.
East Central, . .
Inquire SIT South Broadway. Phone 2134-- J.
FOR RKNT Furnlahod
ItlTOltATIOW TO ENTRY OF
bungaUwt FOR RENT Rooms and sleeping porches
1. mo.ninu
cluss to good boarding house; aTso .light
aleeplng porch on car lino. 1117 South
,.
lANIIS IN'XATIOSAIi 1XKEST.
jou.nal ..tci.i. ta.a.o
Arno.
housekeeping. Ice nd telephone. Ill South
WasWnRon, July 7. Total resources
Notice is hereby given that the!
Three-rooRUNT
furnished house Walter,
o"01 Ml
described
ni1?
reBe,,vo
bMILR BoTUfc SUP? OUT lands
below, embracing FPU
system are
with sleeping porch, I15.00 per ' month, FOR RENT .Modern front room with gluaa-e- d
89.62 acres, within the Santa Fe Na- wnter
$4,044,162,000, an increase of
5U3 Smith Walter.
In steeping poroh, housekeeping privilpaid.
over last week. The gold retional Forest, New Mexico, will be
eges If desired. No sick. Phone 1154, 208
it RENT New throfe-roncottage furn
serve Increasod $10,000,000
to settlement and entry under
Arno.
North
subject
ished.
the
1400
South High
Bleeping porches.
week. The condition of the during
the provisions of the homestead laws tret. City
Phone 77D. '
FOR RENT Two large modern rooms with
twelve reof the United States and the) act of OR RisKf Realty fio,.furnlahod flat hn East
serve banks at the close of business
sleeping porch and bath.' Clean and well
No sick. 310
June 11, 1906 ( 34' Stat.', 233), at the Ontr el car'Modern,
last night was as follws:
line, convenient le ranator-lum- e. furnished fur housekeeping.
'
Booth Walter, phone
I'nlted States land office at Santa. Vm
Resources:
e Co., Third and 'Hold,
Thaxton
NT
New Mexico, on August 24. 1918. Anv FOR-RBi
II
Furinshed
modern."
ftnd
Genera
L.
cottage,
ln
Certlricates
vault$4231927C000
wi
settler who was actually' ahd in good
glass od porches; University . car lines.
FOR
RENT Nicely
faith claiming any of said lands fa Phono 881. mornings, 1684 East Central.'
furnished , modern
Gold settlement, P. R. board. $324.-303,00- 0.
. rooms for light
housekeeping. Phone 1773.
modern bungalow.
,
agricultural purposes prior to January FOR Ri5NT Three-roo,
,.
deair-able
!, 1906, and has not abandoned same,
Completely furnished; two porches;
Gold with foreign agencies,
0.
call 114 South Cedar.
neightiorhnf.il.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
las a preference right . to make a
RUNT
l
FOR
House
homestead
fourforthe lands act.
Highlands,
entry
Total gold held by banks, $"62,-603,00- 0.
FOR RENT Store, good , location,
stock
un fly occupied.- - Said lands were llst-- d
room
furnl.fhed:
In
bungalow,
jflatHfd
I
.
about 1 3,000.' phone 743.
ast
tho
tlie.per-1011- s sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207
of
upon
UlfriRK
applications
Gold with federal reserve agents.
FOR RENT Eight-rooIFJ
,
nlral.
house, suitable for
mentioned below, who have a
two apartments.
613.
$962,075,000.
- FOR RENT Modern threa-ronreference
to
coinpleto. FOIt RE.N'r J'Wa Phope
the
prlcright
subject
i
Gold redemption fund, $34,533,000.
ly furnished house with aleeplnr porches;
buildings at Seventh und
ignt or any such settlor, provld
IVneral Avenue. ' Apply to J, E. Eldor,
Ideal location. tlM East Central,, H, A.
Total gold reserves, $1,963,110,000.
vich settler or applicant Is quallfle Tlmra. Phone 831
'
. sgsnt. .
I x; Kl tender notes, silver, etc.,
0.
'd make homestead
thf FOR RFA'T Furnished two-rooentry and,
tSV MONNINa iOtlHMAI. aSSCIAI. LSASSb WftS'
FOR
SALE
collage
Woll
busewanliahed
r
delivery
to
preference right is exercised,
with glassed In sleeping porch; convenient
iness. Best In city; two Ford trucks. Cash
Total reserves, $2,015,163,000.
Wachington, July 7. A policy now August 24 1918, on whch. date the to shops;
light and . water paid. Ill ' j:er or tornm 319 West Gold. .
Bills discounted for members and effective in American airplane pro lands will bo subject to settlement and montli.
140f Houlh Arno.
cl net ion
FOIt BALE Good growing business, suitable
is that of supplementing
V. Rs banks, $i.076,7S;!,000,
entry by any qualified person. , A
for healthsesker; small capital, Owner
General.
Bills bought lf open market, $211,-947,00- 0. Spruce" wood supply by uMng selected tract of 62.12 acres, within Sec; 25. T.
to draft.. Address Box awl. Journal.
subject
RENT Mod em .house 4?S- - rooms.
timber of other more wldttv distrib tu tv., n. i
m. jf. ai aescrinea iFOR
x.
8AL.E-1- -A
'
FOR
Close
Home
small profitable
in.
furnished. W. II. McMllllon.
business,
is
uted
said
commercial
varieties.
It
S.
B.
as
Be262
No.
hills
on
If.
follows:
'Total
hand. $1, 288,729,000.
'
.
by.
.
20
,
Went Gold.
fully equlppel, suitable for etlher man or
tJ. S. government long term se- -' that exhaustive testg made by the for tinning at corner .mo. i, wnence tr,. FOR TtE.VT Four-rmican
woman,
be
had
for $175.(10. For partlcu-lar"house with cBnvass
cat service, followed by experiments in corner oommoii) to fcecs. 24 and 25, T.
West Iron, '
apply
curities, $42,749,000.
aleeplng porch, six blocks' from Central
conntmction. havo proved that requi- 20 K, R. 2 K., and
19 and 30, Ave.
FUR HALE Hotel, aeventoen well furnished
U. S. government short term secur!Thone 1121.
site
Df
and
(nullifications
3
T.
rooms,
20
89
36 K.
N., R.
strength'
E., bears N.
centrally located-- close to depot.
ities. $17,350,000.
R RKNT
house, furnished or
will sacrifice, alee. National Investlightness for airplane building are 13.79 chs. extending thence 8. T 80'
All other earning assets, $26,000.
ntifurnlshed, close In, Nrwry papered and Owner
' '
ment Oo 10j North Third.
in
:
other
34
6.80
8.
possessed
W.,
by
chs.:
77S
thence
rnene
varying
degree
19'
W.,
rmtcq. city iteaiy
Total earning assets, $1,348.&54.000.
saw. jum. at odrgnlu.
notably while pine, and that 18.06 chs.; thence-- 8. 87 15' E. 11.60 FOR. RENT
rooms up (Oil KALE sixSmall
tiimse,
Uncollected items (deducted from woods,
to eight thousand feet. Jn
Capacity
under orders of John D. Ryan, head chs.; thence K 69"' 45' W 10.16 chs.;
stairs, 3 rooms uowa. alalia, nlcelj'
groRs
deposits), $663,257,000.
fur two parties. No children. good onndttlon anfl "w running, Plenty of
'
27.24' chs.;
uoarn, use 01 them wut thence 8. 61 46'
Address
Five per cent ' redemption''' fund of tne aircraftdecided-upon.
timber,.
P, O, Box. 110, Springer,
.
1
u '
'
thence 8. 73 22' W.. 30.29 chs.; thence Phone ;4 or rail fit Weef Ool-)N. M.
.
..
". .'. '
against F. R,. bank notes, $725,000. ' ' immediately
' It is not
N. 0" 45' B., 6.01 chs.; thence N. 67
men
technical
the
Intended,
One
FOR RENT
best double store
.of
the
SALt--Ureito- ck.
.All other resources, $10,163,000.
FOR
E., 43.26 chs.; thence N. 41 26
say, to displace the invaluable bqt
buildings ens best, .located' for general
Total resources, $4,044,162,000.,
merchandise In the city, dee J. D. Bakln at
; '
somewhat inuccessibio spruce with the B., 21.97 chs.; thence N. 21 40' E..
Liabilities:
KAI.K Jei-socow Plome 2:
milch
toll
West OentraL
11.81
Washington
89
N.
7.71
E..
36'
thence
ohs.;
Apartments, ltoi
other woods except in making the fu
' i ?ome fine' Belgian hares, get a Phone tatx. '
Capital paid in, $76,163,000.
..' arid build- chs., to the place of. beginning except FOR SAIE
the
selage,
body,
finishing
owns
and
raise
meat.
your
H3
West
pair
Surplus, $1,134,000.
sections of the structure like that portion (CO acres) heretofore Fruit." "
'
:
ing
up
.
FOR SALE
Government depbslts, $128,398,009, the landing-strut- s,
iij.;
where the' strains restored under list
the net
SALE
Ono fiesh and enn dry milk
Due to, members reserve account, and stresses of
area- hereby listed being 32.12 acres. FOR
alt
SALE-tM- unt
against
FOR
progress
cows:
One
farm
horse
arm!
chickens.
'
sell, a , bargain,' smalt
$1,369,697,000.
' ranch all In wheat and alfalfa.
resistance do not center. Spr'uee will (Application of William
Rogers, City. Realty Co, Phone 770. Forty
Inquire
' Collection items, $o27,680,006V
nr 7J).
still constitute the material tor' wing wno maaffsanta
H. E. 03006: List FOR 8AI.K Seven, heed, good milch cows, 117 Weft Copper., Phone 12RD-Othef deposits, including foreign spars; struts, between planes and simBEV' NEVi ..cheap. W. J. Haynte. five mile southwest FOR SALE 100, acres mountain .ranch. on
, The KM f)E
- Pecoe
credits, $117,509,000.
'
river, 15 acree under cultivation;
ilar sections where the stresses -- do cen- Sec. 26, T, 18 K., R, 3 E.. S.00 acres, of town oh Nearson's ranch:
Total gross deposits, $2,143,184,000. ter. "S ,,
modern five-rooof
bung.
Julian
Good driving or work horse 60 acre fenced;
Rlbera,
Jeme?:,
application
SALE
FOR
ene
mile protect
lows;
'trout streunt. At.
F. R. Notes In ' actual circulation, v Airplane '..specifications have been New Mexico!' List
The NB14
also splendid riding horse. Rio Grande
Box
K. Mi
dress
Valley
Ranch;
in.
', '
School.
,
Industrial
Phone
8W
SE
SW
W
$1,791,569,000. .
the
SEW.
8E14
in."
recent
thbroughly; overhauled
net liabilF. R, notes in circulation
BE 14, FOR SALE Extra fine, young pedigreed
weeks. It is also said; in an etfort to SE54, tlie SWii NWU 8E'
'
' "
'
WANTED Fosftion.
E M" SW M
14 the SW V4
breeding stock Flemish Olarrt. New Zee
eliminate requirements of extraorid-nar- y the B
ity, $10,6S5,00.
and RufuS Red Belgian hare. William
$21,477,000.?
17 ANTED
NW
All other liabilities,
Day Work by lady or will
structural strength and fineness SE14,
SRH, the SE .SW14 land,
D24
North Eleventh, ' street,
Orstrech. Sr..
by hour.' Phone 12K0-Total liabilities, $4,044,162,000.
of material in non-strai- n
! )
'
N'i
"J-J.
bearing sec- ,SE14 NWV, SEH, "the StfK SW14
WANTED Position by Jatenographcr eightJ
Ratio of gold reserves to net de- - tions,' whether' made of wood' or of SE 14, the N14 814 NE14 8W14 Bee. 2, Alhuquerquef,
com- metal, which has
years experience.. Add rase Box I'H. rltv. J
FOR
hampered 'produc the N TiWU: NBU NKV, the NM
posits and F. R. note liabilities
'
tion and raised problems of raw ma NE i4 'NWH NB 11 , 4he NE 14 ' NW 14
WANTED PoalUon. as cttaUffeur la private
'
bincd 60.0 per cent.
deR
Furnished
net
RENT
to
litres
family. No Pfalthseeker. F. D. P., .lournal
apartment,
terial supply which have been pi ore 5WH NB14'
11, T.19 ft.,m
E.,
Ratio of total reserves
rooms
814'
and
Coal.
Weat
combath,
modern,.
WANTED-rPpsttlirtt
:
or
note
liabilities
, a
less unsolvable in view of the quani SZ.to.'awes, application of' Noberto
typewriter, and
posits and F. ft.
two and three-roo-m
apart-men- ts
stenographer with, thorough legal exper.
tlty of machines desired. Much- - of thl Roybal, Buokman, New Mexlro: List FOR RENT
bined 61.7 per cent.
Mrs.'
and
M.
V. Loeb, 204 Bait Cen- sleeping. teem.
Highland ience. Apply
has only been possible because of the
4une 19, 1918. C M. BRUCE.' Heeie.
rat. ' Phone sz.
building during the past year; which Assistant Commissioner of the General
Furplshtd housekeeping
and WANTED By Japanese boy, position as
PAPER SHORTAGE IS
roll RENT
;
v
has, increased expcrlertce upon which Lan'r office;
BO
rooms,
new, modern building:
conk. Several years experience. Business
single
develop - innovations.
A
"
of
e.. xtS North Seventh.
PROBLEM N BRITIAN to
place. City or' coonty address B. Kurada
.
official secrecy concerning 'policy
KENT-Three- "dt
all
detail PTVOPOM
room furnished Annex. Second esrt Silver,
FOR
four
0?ISTRICT10.V
Von
ot the airplane programi Is still; in ef- 81 year old. want
epartmente modern the. lot block South WANTED Gentleynaa
t OX GlMim 8CHML BlILDIJtG. Blxth.'
ICCt. ;
-. bookkeeping . osv oo4; clerical position.
Innwin 8aeyy.hetpl Office
' nil.'
.Com-mcrco
prevailing
The
15.
Trwrt
Ttw
London, Jund
Several years experience. Best reference
WASHINOT6W,' IOOI-IOI- b'
West'sV
TUB
re--Kuilding, 'Albnquerque, f New
Salary
trex The nnen modern family, apart Uood penmsn. Quirk In' figures.
paper shortage and the coming ex'
' AutrMfltfWteatlon,
pro-pess- ls
ment house tn he state for well people hot less than 1100 to start. Address D, R.
Mexico, July 1st; l18j-8eal- ed
rtrlctlons on sales of newspapers
hdacherriaal.
orders
the'Archl-teef- s only.
Phone. 20t.
furnlsheS Pharr, Albuquerque, N If., "Jen'l Delivery,
ba
will
placetl
fude,
Tecctvotl
at
who
hav
Irrltabllitv.
Apartinaata
hose
"hlne.
to
.
cept
'
'
tne bfotclie9."8lr6 emana
SJaaiat, Prop, , '
man age 17, (exempt
WANT ED Young
Office until 2 o'clock P, M; of er- ...partly... forntshed.
.
.
with news- - agent, have Induced and
i
,
..
th,
j
from, draft, aooount dependents) desires
the
tof
furnishinir
liUi'
th,
authorities to. post the British'
it
may
long
neglected
I
connection with eetablinhcd
firm, ' have
French official communlmie outsiae cause plica, ulceration of. bowels, an- - neceasarv materials an labor to con
practical, business espcrieaee, anything
TLLS.
school
nvndlrltia
erect'
the
and
in
struct,
Whitehall,
complete
bureau
i
njTBpiATlO,
the Press
chance for advance...irm,.
where titer
. An
building In accordance' with the plans ''Ars'yos troubtefl with rheumatlsrfrr ment If ability ' IS proven- Address J.' E. E.
interested crowd yesterday lysis. Don't delay (jimiiauun,
treatment
t
r"
watched the first typewritten copy of remedy is Foley Cathartic TaWcti, as nd specifications prepared and fur- kidney or bladder ff action ? Any such car Journal. ' ' ' '
work

few

dHnT'srerT.

--

-

man with
Address

Phone

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 per month

wages $40.
'

adobe

six-roo-

FOR SALE r
Underwood Typewriter

Can go home

Style No. 4, in first class
Cheap..

MRS. GEO.' R0SLINGT0N,

THE ECONOMIST

1049.

IMiono

A

house In Old Town, two blocks
from Car Lino, cheap for cash,
must be sold. Address r. O.
Box, Seroid Abuquerque, N. M.

'

WANTED.

,

FOR SALE

will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

Cook
nights.

409.

PROFESSIONAL
FOR SALE

ivnscerianeoua.

WANTED If you neee) u carpenter,
J. 8. Durllng. Phone ISSu-J- .

curtains

Lace

WAN'TEJ.)

stretched,

call
and

washed

35a per pair. Phone 604.

FOK HA LK High grade piano 160.00,
new I3li.no 'saddle tSO.OI). Phone 24;4-F-nearly

DHNTTSTS

FOR

SALE Practically
new Bosch
A
l.omh englneer'a transit, HO0, P, O. Box

lis. Springes.

N. Ml

i

FOR 8AI.E

Almost new National Cash regime r. ( letter clerk keys,. 6 nermorandum
keys. Days receipts totalled. Iteglstera $99.50
Printing feature. Paajtmoie, 414 South
.

,

i

ratio-

AOO

.

.

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
IOUM W. WILSON
.
Attorney
Room it. It and II.
Cromwell lull Sin
Phone 11TI
KUDKT
EODET ..
Attorney at Law
Suit U Law Ubrary Building
OB. J.

..

KBAFI

Oeatat Rargeea
noosat I. a, Barnett BullcUng
Paa
Appointment Made by Malt

core.
'

.

U.

t

7.

Roones

1

Dewtlat
''
Meltnl Building,
AND

JI'IIVHICIANW

,

SI! HURON

Roofs under our eare will nit.. MABOAltKT L CAJCTWBIORT
PraeUes limited to Worn' eta OtdL
Improve from year tn year. Wa can put oa
a new root that will last as long as the
v.
drea's Diseases
B. Central Phone 171, Albuquorsae. ST. at.
Ila
building. The Mansano' Co, Phone ItM-. .
lie South Walnat.
UKH. TCI.L
7.
.
BAKES
rraetlca Itmlfed to Kyt, Bar, Mesa aatS
KRIIfi carbon root pa,n
ana root cement
..
"
THROAT
atnpg leaks; lasts five years. Use Devoe
'
Office Hours: 10 to II; I to I
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laState National Bank Building1
cold water kalaomlne, and be satisfied.
Thoa F. Kelelier. 401 W. Central. Phone 410. OR. SARAH COKT R
Practice Llmltad ta ChllSrea.
Office Rooms 1 and I. Wright Blag,
.
Fourth and OolS,
i
,
FOR B A 1,19
ftouia I p. m. to
p. a.
ONE
Centrifugal pump and Residence Phone 1071.
Ofnoe Pknsa Sl
motor. With preasur control. Apply D. Weinman, care Economist.
Mo per gallos.

";

FOR S ALE IouTtry tnd Eggs
FOR'sALE'ortyM'eV

WANTED

laying Irene, Phn 1704.
FOR SALE STc. It. I. neas. Heat in ataix.
Hsnck. - egn. and chicks, C, P. Hay. SIS
"
'
.
Vorth High.

Miscellaneous.

KPEctAL'Talos'nai
parties. Call 16S3-J- ,

WANTED One set of double harness, meFOR SALE Automobiles.
. .
dium. 6'JO North Second.
WANTED T buy a few stand of btas. Foil H A I, E Oakland "Sensible Six," ne
40
North Fifteenth.
Shelley's Farm. Phone 2424-Ft- .,:
WANTED Practical nurse loir" confinement FOR SALE Ford' car. HIT model. Cloud'
condition. City Realty Co.. Phone 77
case Address Bus, 16, care Journal.
WANTED A horso ana spring wagon, eon SALE Maxon7oaclster Tngood" comll-tloCall evenings after six, 1024 East
Horse must be gentle. Address Box 6, care
Copper. Phon 1676.
Journal.
OR 8ALE
WANTED--A- t
onco second hand furniture
car, good condt-tlo- n.
A bargain. Berryhlll Furniture Co.,
and. kitchen utensils; also cook stove or
'14 North Becond,
range. Phone 21
WANTED-r-20- 0
have two exceptionally
quart and pint bottles; ol FOR SALE InWesecond-hancars one Oakgood buys
any kind, quart bottles preferred. Call
land' touring and one Chevrolet touring.
511 Houtli Edith, 'evenings after 6, or SunBoth right .In appeasanra, performance and
day mornings before in.
American Oarage, ask for Mr.
FOR A
spuuuar. sweeTTieas' price. Call,
'long stemmed, ' frngrsnt, assorted colore Peffley,
7 So
per hundred. Older In advance. Rio
FOR S ALL Houses.
Orande Industrial Rcrroni. Phona I4n-F'HHIHBST CASH PM1CB PAID FOR JUNK.
:''olt
SALE
Nice home, furnished and a
BY TUB
OIJTHWHTERN JUNK OO.,
anod payinh business, $4,000,- half cash.
114 WEST- LEAD. PHONE All,
WE ALSO
office.
Journal
Rungalow,
BP I OLD. AUTOS.
F"oltSAl."E
brlckT
Mynme7 a
HAVE your mattress renuvated. Special
modern, heating plant. One or tire finest
summer ratea. June only,- $3 up.' Albti- - locations
703
in
the
East t'entrai.
city,
Second
qnerque Mattress Co., 1011 South
'
modern bungalow,
F)R BALK Five-roo'
Phone' 471.
In trade; monthly pay- will
car
conalder
WANTED.-Hecondand
men' aid boys' ments If desired, rhone 2344 or addrea R.
elothee, shoe and nnderweari 410 trank ear Journal.
and' suit
cases, fall' 4!. Chicago Soeond
houseT
FOR &ALE ilargaln in five-roohand-stars- ,
i
nr Bndth First. ' .
modem
furnace: must sell Imme
WANTED fin.OOO bags. Psy from to tn to diately; DI4except
Hmifh
or
134
owner
Call
Illghl
'
'
.
eaoh.y o ton aeeap Iron. Pay from
US' Went Copper.
to
4e per lb;
Pairlntin duty. Bt. Loul
Jnnk Co.. 405 South First street; phon 171,
PERSONAL.
WANTED Careful kodak ffhlshlng by maa.
ter. phmngraphera - Twica Saliy eepv.iivs.
LADlf wilt, car will lpiy partiu; reason
m
Bond
Remember,, satisfaction guaranteed.
phnnt o.
your riniantng to a reliable, established firm
llanna Ss Hajina. master Dlintogranhers.
FOR v REN
Mucenaneous.

rat.

For Rent

Rooms With. Board

FOR, RENT Room, with sleeping porch and
noaro. eta Kast t'entrai.
HIOH, olase board and ate ping porooauh
room at summer rate, 13. M South Ami.
Phone HU-FOR JtENT X'lceT largo elry front, room
with board; private family. 731 South
Edith. Phone 121.W,
,KENT Very, uealrable ro(,m. slee'plug
perch, hot and cold water. 1st class table
board' rasa de Oro 613 West Oold.
SSTRBfiT sleeping porch and furnished
room'; table boardiiMra Abbett. 301 South
)
Edith," Phon ISO.
MRS, W. H. REED, of the lickhart Ranch'
has' moved to 60S South Arno, where she
la ' prepared ' to take health seekers. Phone
'
'

'i

'

3385..

HI. JARDIN

f,

,'

.

E9CONDIDO" For eotivules-rentSomething a llttl batter. Coolest
place In city. Pleasant surroundings.' Rates
reasonable. 1S01 WetCntrel. Phone lit I.
SHADY NOOK ranch offeraexeelltnt room
and board. Just the nlsoe to get etrnne.
For rates phone I4IIF-4- ; free transportatloa
Aceemmodatlon now available. Mr, a. B.
-ui
Thorn a, i i ii

FOR RENT Office Rooms.

lefWfWeAaeeeMwwwwww
FOtl RBN-Offices' In shite or
Call

ens Rig to Jeanes Bprtngei aheap
oarota, mi N.wth Araac

HORBBS

ratw

FOR
gyi

0

SAJ-- E

'driving" b7iiiVanfi"bug
hnura. phone IS94-J- .

i.ao fori

WANTED

Agents.

to rcprrwnt a good llva
progrcaalv CasiiHlty
Company In New
Mexico, writing all forms of Accident and
health Insurance. Liberal commission and
V
Write
good territory.
Wilson,
(lenerul Agents. Suite No,; 1, MuCormlck
Ulk., Trinidad, Colo.
VVA.NTED-Agent-

FOR RENT

Ranches.

RENT toy improved, ca'.t'e ranch fur
term of six month or more. Good house
w.iler, horses, verlclea, etc, Oood
ranst.
will consider selling. Further par'.lcul'ira
L. B.; Morning- - Journal, i
FOR

jn

MAIL STAGE

t

call' anvwher

Phona

unv

tlmn

Lv. .Silver City 1 a.m,; arv MognUun
Lv. Mogollon T a.m.: ar. Silver Cltv

'p.m.
i a.m.
Best equipped auto livery ln southwest.
BENeSgylT MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
' Stive City S. M.

singlet
Bpatarra, over woolworf h's store
FOR A EN 1 f front' connecting
offtea
rooms over Ooldea Rule Store. Isgnlr
Retn

FOR

e

RBNT-ilentl-

TIME CARDS.

TRADE."

FOUS" AIEiiri' R A DE One horse weighing 130s pounds, Injgooa condition. Pony.
Buggy. Two sets of hsrncss, one heavy.
Two buggy poles, one heavy. One saddle.
One cart. I8 North Second.
i

ATCHISON,

MMtSlI

tM

SANTA

UKs

No.
Cla
t
Arrtre
Departs,
1:10 pm. 1:14 pm,
J. The Soout
1 California Limited , slf:4S am. 13:41pm.
make, overhauled and 7. Fsrgo Fast ........10:41 am. 11:11am.
for every machine Al- t, The Nevejof ......... IrM am. 1:11 ata

.TYPEWRITERS.'
TTPIWRITBR!-r-Al-

l

repaired. Ribbon
buquerque TypwtUer

Phone 114
Roathbeeutal
.
yr... 101, Bl Paso Bxpres
.... ''
tesmss-'..- .
Ilex visible ,lyps-wrltequipped with every modern feat4sCMtbMgtt4
ure and fully guaranteed. Will sell for $3 0 It. The . Soobt
7:JI
per month. F. iSwald, Elms Hotel. Phone III
The Navajo
1:04
4. California Limited
:
s
.
Exchange.

11. fffmta. FoMeeh
JrbR .SALBr-Bra'- na

ne

SgMUCV

MT WsM Oslo,

Ti-- a

aty

njs,

trtaM

Bsslti- - Os. rtsoee

LBaata'I--

lis.

II.
ns,

.;....

Bight..

"

'

HHIses.
am.
pm.
prau

:ltxv

Viwm
Kaaaaa City sail CkleaTo,

Xsaeai ctty sea
yv

Vaj-.f-

11:11 pea,

QawSars,

1:01am,

1:44 pm.
T:M pm,
U:tS BaV

fill am.
t;U sss.
,,.

j'

EIGHT

Albucaergue Morning Journal,

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818 WEST CENTRAL

FEHENCE

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

FOOD HEADS IS

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

rnoxE sis.

5.

CHERRIES
If
Is

i

t'licrrlcN, wo (liink tliht wri'k
tlu'in; do mil know how many
bill e.xpcet quite a good ninny.

up will have,

pood size,

R

WARDS

STORE

III

1.V:

.20c

CRESCENT GROCERY
BOCERT JONES

HOMER

H. WARD
815 Marble Avenue.

Cos

Thone

Phone

and South Walter.

571

T YRIC THEATETRf
Today and Tomorrow

Alice Joyce

"WE"

m

FEATURE IX FIVE REELS

YITAGRAPH

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL

SrsdtT "TheHouse of Gold"
NOVEL POSTERS TO
, ASSIST CAMPAIGN

Monarch Coffee,

FOR PROPOSED

3 pounds, $1.00

Thrift Stamps
for Sale
Palladia & Co.

GROCERIES
601 W.

AND MEATS

Tljcras. Phones

405-49-

6

I Strong Brothers

z

Undertakers

PHONE
STRONG BLK., COrPEB

PROMPT SERVICE.
76.

X

AND SECOND.

LOCAL ITEMS

ness.
Dr. B. M. Bowers, who has just returned from Providence, K. I., where
he attended a convention of the
clubg of the nation, will resume
his practice today.
Pr. and Mrs. M. K. Wylder will
leave tonight for a stay of several
weeks in southern California.
They
will spend the greater part of their
time at Los Angeles and San Diego.
A regular session of the Ballut
Abyad temple will be held at 8 o'clock
tonight at the Masonic temple. Light
refreshments and a smoker will furnish entertainment for the evening.
Visiting Nobles are Invited.
Casper Kronenburg and Miss
Juanlta lrvin were married Friday night by the Rev. C. O. Becknian,
pastor of the Lead avenue Methodist
Western and Texas.. ..No 13
church. They will make their home
ut 218 West Silver avenue.
The Girl Scouts will meet at 3:30
o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the
urmory to make final plans for their
picnic. The picnic will be held Thursday afternoon. Each girl has Invited
her mother. The party will meet at
4:30 o'clock Thursday and from there
win motor to the campus of the Indian school.
Lieut. Frank Newklrk. who is well
known here, spent several hours In
Albuquerque yesterday en route from
Baltimore,
Md., to Camp Kearny,
Calif., where he Is stationed as adju
tant oi the 143rd machine itun bat
talion. Lieutenant Newklrk received
Instruction In motor repairing while In
is

,

Mar-fsar-

ct

iaiiunore.

DEATHS AND

FUIOALS

Austin F. Pockham.
Austin F. Pcckham, 26 years old
died at his apartment in the highlands
at noon yesterday. He formerly owned
a ranch in Glorieta and becoming III
there came to Albuquerque for treatment. A brother was with him hero.
The body will be removed to the
Strong Brothers' undertaking rooms
and will be sent to Hackensack, N. J.,
lor burial.
i
Thomas n. Plieian.
Thomas R. Phelan. 29 years old
In
a
died
local hospital yesterday
morning. His wife was with him at
to
his death. The body was removed
'
Strong Brothers' undertaking rooms
and will be sent to Columbus, O., for
burial.

As a means of placing ihe Jtio
Grande park before every citizen ot
Albuquerque, the Chamber ot com
merce has had printed several thou
sand bills bearing on one side a plat
of the nrooosed nark and on the otner
a plea for support and explanation of
the proposition. One of these posters
will be placed in every home In the
cl:y, as a means of reaching the people directly.
The plea of the posiers Is a follows:
"Would you like to take your Sunday walk in the green woods?
"Would you like to take your family for a picnic on a nice grassy 'river
bank, where the children can fish
and romp and play?
"Would it be worth anything to you
to have these pleasures brought within easy walking distance of your
home? Of every home in town?
"If so, then you need the Rio
Grande park.
"Your attention is Invited to the
map on the reverse side of this sheet.
This shows the location of the proposed park an area two blocks wide
and over a mile long, extending along
(he bank ot the Rio Grande from
to Old Town.
"Competent engineers state that by
the expenditure of 37,800 we can clean
up this river bank, clean out the mosquito pools, build a good road, build
attractive footpaths, put in a few comfort stations, benches and drinking
fountains, protect the banks from
washing away, and make the river
bank clean, decent and attractive.
"Your county commissioners and
your city commissioners have already
appropriated 17,800 for these purposes.
"But the Improvements cannot be
put In until the city owns the land.
"The city has no money to buy this
land. You, Mr. Citizen, are not looking
for any additional taxes to raise money for this purpose. How then can the
city acquire this park?
"Competent real estate men state
that the owners of the river bank
property can afford to give the city
a strip of land 600 feet wide along
the river for park purposes, because
the land they will have left will have
frontage on the park and
road,
and its vulue will be largely park
increased.
"In no case will it be necessary for
any property owner to give more than
half of his present holdings.
"As a precaution to
the interests of the propertyprotect
owners, the
deeds will be so drawn that If the city
should ever use the land for any other
than park purposes, or if the
should for any reason not be park
con
structed, the title will revert to the
present owner,s.
The Chamber of Commerce,
with the city and county officials, Is now approachinir the nron- owners
erty
and
them to
deed the strip of requesting
land shown on this
map to the city. Several have already
signed up. Each new deed is belmr
announced through the papers and at
loo meaiers.
"We are absolutely confidnnt that
the
d
men and women
who own this property will promptly
anu muaiy give it to the city for park
purposes, provided they are convinced
that the public wants
it, and will use,
Improve and appreciate it.
"This will be your park, Mr. Citizen. Help work for It."
public-spirite-

TrHATSHOP
Offers 300 yards of ribbons. Nn.
100 to ISO, worth 75 cents a yard, at
10 cents a yard. Mrs. L. H. Vhamber- '
un, loy south Fourth street.

notice!
As I will be out of the city my carpet cleaner will be shut down from
July IS to August' 1st.
W. A. GOFF.

Persona who wlsn to renew or take
out membership in tbe Red Croat
can do so by calling at 8tronf'i Book
Store, O. A. Mataon A Jo Grlnishaw'a
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning

the chairman of the Membership ootn-miuee. No. ihi.w.

HAULS

ANYTHING

-

Vr. 8. b.

TELL

SPRINGER

PARK

Ba-rel-

Tourist lunches. Pullman Caff).
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
Thomas Harrington of Santa Rita
spent yesterday in the city on business.to
Benjamin F. Toennies will start
work this morning in the Santa Fe
shops us car carpenter apprentice.
E. Dana Johnson, of Santa Fe, spent
yesterday in Albuquerque In connection wiih food administration busi-

HENRY'S

DELIVERY
Tow baggace troBhlee. Phone 939.

suitTIcLeaned,
.

Four

9uits

pressed

Contract plan. Columbia

ways modified by the dictates of common sense and good Judgment: char
ity whore offenses are based on Ignor
ance and sternness where violations
are deliberate, are the principal things
exuected of the new county food ad
ministrators recently appointed by
State Administrator Ely to act in tno
various counties of the state. This was
brought out at the conference held
yesterday with Mr. Ely and his B'SJff
by food administrators from Bomo
twenty of the counties; a conterenee
which lasted practically all day and
whose adjournment left the adminis
trators with clear and definite ideas
of their dutian and ihclr authority and
redoubled enthusiasm for their work."
The sessions, held in the offices of
the food administration, were pleas
antly varied by a bountiful luncheon
in the private dining rbom of the
at noon and' an equally sub
stantial dinner at the Y. M. C. A. in
the evening. The feature of the luncheon was a fifty-fiv- e
minute speech
by Administrator Ely on "A Loaf of
Bread," which was a comprehensive
presentation of the food administra
tions wheat policy and a clear exposition of the economic necessity of including New Mexico's wheat production in world wheat production, to be
governed by the immutable laws of
commerce which inevitably bases its
price on the standard of Liverpool,
from whatever quarter of the globe
it actually or theoretically starts lor
that objective.
Ely Welcomes Administrators.
Administrator Ely welcomed the
administrator at the opening of the
morning session at 10 o'clock in a
brief address, pointing out the vital
importance of their service, which is
all the more entitled to credit because
it lacks the excitement and glamor
or service In battle, despite the sacrifice which it must entail. "We rely
upon the force of public opinion," said
Mr. B4y, "In this cause, and it Is your
duty to present the work of the food
administration and the food needs of
the world In such a way that every
person will know that it Is nothing
less than a crime for anyone to exceed his recognized allotment of food
In those classes which must be re-

Co.

the case of "debt-r.Mcdispensers.
"And the man that's making money
muRt make up his mind to lose about
half his trade," he said.
Mm. nnrth on War Gardens.
Mrs. Isaac Barth, head of the homo
garden division, gave a brief talk on
the war . garden work. Some 3,0011
gardens have been grown as a result
of the efforts of this division In New
Mexico, while there are five millions
ot them in the United States.
Violators Must Comply.
"A'iolators of the rules must comply
or go out of business," was the ultimatum of E. N. Boule, head of the
division of investigation and enfo'e-men- t.
who asked the administrators to
use their best judgment in the Investigation and reporting of violations,
declaring that intentional violators
should bi treated as "Huns." but that
nil violations 'should
be reported
whether intentional or not. "We mean
harm to no one. but Justice must be
r
done,"- he said.
Distribution of Beef.
That the nroblem of distribution of
beef from "Denver, Forth Worth or
Oklahoma City IB a difficult one. was
brought out by A. B. Betz. head of the
meat division, who pointed out that
shipments are generally on the road
for a week, and that they deteriorate
every tlmn the car Is opened end cold
air allowed to get out. Tie n'ated that
the present beef restrictions, modified
to allow one beef meal a dsy. mav be
lifted again by September 15 or posIn reply to
sibly before that date.
Golden-ber- g
itiestions by Administrator
from Tucumcarl. reiarding the
advisability of slaughtering home
beef, he nninted out that the beef in
dustry In New Mexico cannot In sorl-- ousiy airccted ty the restrictions i.or
the brief time remaln'nr,.
Barnes, fho "Hangman."
Judge R. P. Barnes, head ot the division of enforcement, said that while
he was the official "hangman" enforcement really lay chiefly with tho
.eountv admlnistraltorry
"It Is your
duty to enforce the law," he lasaid,
in
"and the enforcement division
reality only the 'stinger.' The powers
to
of the food administration amount
He
confiscation when it is deserved."Herz-steln
alluded to the penalizing of tho
company and showed that such
unfairness reflected In this case upon
the entire bean industry in the state.
He urtjed rigorous treatment of the
Wilful profiteer and wilful violator.
Discussion of the bean situation by
Messrs. Ely and Disque. treated of
elsewhere, and a presentation of the
"hietv work bv E. Dana Johnson
finished the et program of the afternoon, a round table following with
the adminrapid fire of questions byMr.
Ely and
istrators and answers by
his staff.
Tlie Administrators.
present
Among the administrators
Colfax county,
were the following:
:
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MANY SHRINERS

WILL
ATTEND CEREMONIAL
AT R0,SWELL JULY 27

LAST TIME TODAY

A

large delegation of members of
of
Abyad
temple, ' order
ll
Shrlners, are planning to go to
to attend a ceremonial to be Meld
In the auditorium of the Roswcll Military Institute on July 27. 'The delegation wilt leave here the evening of

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC

Ballut

Bos-we-

WILLIAM FOX Presents

JUNE CAPRICE

July 26. According to word received
here about fifty candidates have mado
application to cross the "hot sands."
C. E. lowber, Sydney J. Abrahames
and Dr. Frank H. Barr will leave for
Roswell several days before the day
of the ceremonial to aid in the preparations. The free street, parade will
be held there at 3 o'clock In the afternoon. Programs announcing the
ceremonial have been received by all
members.. The programs are bound
in cover of red, white and blue an
contain a list of members now in military service, officers of the shrine, a
picture of P. L. WiUlamson, illustrious
potentate and many small Items of in-

IN

Blue -- Eyed

terest.

Mary

The committees for the ceremonial
are:
A.
Entertainment J. Smith
Pruit, J. M. Hervey, Nathan. Jaffa, M.
W. Poe, Claude
W. Hodges, John
Hobbs, H. P. Saunders and C. D. Dll- -

And Her Sprightly
Adventures in Love-

le''

Refreshment W M. Atkinson, J. H.
Jenkins, J. B. Kipling. James W. Wilson, and John C. Peck.
Parade L. O. Fullen. Jaffa Millet
W, G. Cowan, C. M. Einhart and J.
'
Phelps White.
In charge of the novices R. r.
Ballard, H. M. Dow, and W, F. Nutt

Two-h- it

Staged by HARRY MILLARDE

Thrilling Story Witn a Smashing Climax. A Detective Story With
a Big Punch. Mystery, Romuncc, and a Fight for a Fortune. Poor
'
Girl Wins Big Fortune.

A

Aviators Arc Cremated.
Ardmore, Okla., July 7. Lieutenant E B. Sullivan, of San Antonio,
Ed. C.
Tex., and his mechanic.
Boyle, of Grand Rapids, Mich., were
burned to death near here late this
afternoon when their machine fell
Into a nose spin while ascending,
'rney came here on a practice flight,
Join the

Also GOLDWYN PRESENTS Smiling Bill Pursons In BILL'S BABY
A Screaming Comedy in Two Parts
.

EVENING
MATINEE

cluh.

thFhatshop

Admission
Admission

TIME OF THE SHOWS

Offers a lot of flowers worth up to
$1.50, choice 10 cents a bunch. Mrs.
L. H. Chamberlin, 109 South Fourth
street.

.

.... .Adults,

15c; Children, 10c
Adults, 10c; Children, 5c

1:00, 2:30, 4:00, 5:30, 7:00, 8:30, 10 P. M.

Delivery
Bryant's
SERVICE
FOR

HIGHEST CLASS

Phone 601.

B THEATER

Production

Froia the Story by Perley Poore Sheehan

WANTED

"CURRENT EVENTS"
:

1

i

r

SEE THE; WORLD

to 6 Admission 10c; 6 to

11

:

' :

'

V

Adults 15c, Children 10c

Ideal Theater

Wright Clothing Co.

Announcement
of tho Ideal Theater wishes to nnnounee that
lmow.ih'e to obtain the 13th Kplttode of "The House of
Hate" and Mil) have to drop the werlal until we can secure same.
This Theater will open only with special productions during
Summer moulds,
The Maiiasntienl.

II

g

PajTyour

.

.

The Whispering Chorus'

"sTH bV hISe

has-bee-

WAY

JESSE L. LASKY Presents
Cecif B. De Millc

WANTED

is accepting more
than el paso

IN EVERY

LAST TIME TODAY

4

n

-

CROWLEY

By FRANCES

tJUNH CAPRICE

.

QUICK
223 West Copper.
ft. j I.
ARMIJO'S" TAXI LINE
Two large cars at your service, day
and iilgbt Clieap rates by the hour.
T. C. Hill of Dawson; Curry county,
PHONE 414.
Charles Phheurich of Clovis; Dona
8. H.
Ana county, Lytton R. Tavlor of Las
Cruces; Eddy county, Will Purdy ot
GENTRY'5 EGGS
Carlsbad; Grant county, T..1. E. Evans
Hannett of
of Tyrone; McKinley, A.
Hawkins, skinner. Champion, Con'
TuGallup; Quay M. B. Goldenberg,
roy and Sun .lose Market; tide do.cii.
cumcarl; Rio Arriba, R. R. Rputh
H.
R.
Dr.
Roosevelt.
of Chamlta:
Bailey of ,Portales; Sandoval, Phil
Judge
Jaegels of Bernalillo; San Juan.Donald
Parmer of 'Aztec; San Miguel.
Stewart of Las Vegas; Santa Fe, Mel-viWaiter' or Waitress at once
T. Dunlavy, Santa Fe; Socorro,
stricted."
Socorro; Torrance. Nell
George
Curry,
NEW REPUBLIC CAFE
Talk
O. B.
Inspiring
by KunhJ
Do . Baca.
Mr. Ely was followed by Assistant Jensen,. Estancia;
Sumner.
Fort
of
Earickson
122 West Central
Food Administrator Bush for New
Mexico, who gave a most inspiring
talk to the county officials.
ARMY
"The entire burden of the war Is
now on America," he said. "We must
feed the allies, our soldiers, the1 women and children behind the lines." Mr.
Men
Bush declared he had abandoned his
..v.
own business for the war and referred
Excluding applicants who are forto the magnitude of the state work,
Paso from other
forty people being employed while it warded tothoEl army recruiting station
is Vet in its Infancy. Ho paid a high
75 salespeople
the presen time is accepting
men,
tribute to the showing of "food pa- here at
men than is El Paso according
triotism" made by New Mexicans, the more
W.
F.
from
received
to
word
Capt.
women
and
most remarkable because heretofore
girls. Apply
head.f the El Paso recruit"every man has been his own boss" In Fonda,
this big western country. "I believe ing district.'
in person at once.
Corporal Paul T. Young of the
New Mexico deserves greater, credit
been given
than any other state," he said, making local station,, who has
a possible exception In favor of his credit for the large number of encomplimented
native state of Texas. He declared listments,
by Capmost of the food law violations were several times for his workrecord
for
station's
due to Ignorance but roasted the food tain Fonda. The all
for any
others
June surpassed
"hog" and the profiteer, who, he said, one
month, ninety men being acshould be treated like a hog. "One
man in the eastern part oi the state," cepted.
Captain Fonda also advises that a As A War Saving Medium
he said, "has been caught
making a total
Uft
of 313 men have been accepted
and preaerye as much fruit til
of
136
cent.
profit
He will soon
per
LarKn
for
Hwe.t Cherrfe
Paso district
poBsibl..
be publicly exposed and will pay dear- Into the army in the El Is
unlA nl frlre. you can well afford tn
list
This
comprised
June.
ly, besides meriting the scorn of his during
or
at.
call
Writ
at
buy
neighbors. But nine out of ten cases entirely of men either over ordounder
not
LASALLE RANCH
of violation are due to Ignorance. We the draft age as registrants recruit-infhone Red-- t.
Bernalillo, N. M,
will treat the Innocent with leniency enter the service through the
stations.
and the intentional violators will be
punished."
Twi-Bit- "
' VH ,sa,d the "rentest weapon was
Tho assistant administra-trato- r
publicity.
is
briefly reviewed the Bugar and
flour situation, urged the use
of
Experienced man to take charge
at this season, the need of
of cotton goods and linen depart
drying and warned the county men
nient in eity. Apply Postofflce Box
that the rules would be continually
.
200, City,
,
changing. Mr. Bush gave a very
complete .resume of the food situation and was listened to with close
.
attention.
On sale by leading grocers the
" Groceries.
.J1"'0
morning after they Cvare laid; 60c.
A. J. Malov. hpad nf ih.
W. 8.
ji
vision, disclaimed' bouquets handed
service flags To Replace That Broken Window
Orders taken tr
nim by Major Toulouse, who
Glass.
Women of American Army. 22S Weal
happily
in uuuteu eacn speaker, . and said Gold Avenue.
LUMBER
CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
that "we old gravhearierl vptmona nf.
423 N. First.
Phone 421.
ter all can't tell much to you younger
SHOP
uiuie mouern ousiness men about CITY
groceries." He also referred to the
PHONE 5M
frequent changes which must be made FREE CAIJj
nKUVKRI
AND
in the rules and the frequent querulKOBIELA & PUTNICK
BATCH'S OfiO fFTAMD
ous speculation as "to what bonehead
8. fl.
TAILORS
gets them out." He explained the aug-a- r
B. M. WILLIAMS
Suits mad ta order for ladle) and
situation and certificate require
fentt. Filling and workmanship
ments ana stated that while the food Rooms 1 and Denttot
S. Whiting BnlMlns
Price
reasonable. Cleaning,
administration hoped to be able to
No. e4.
Phone
prmulnn and repairing. N. T. Armtjo
fill all allotments, it could promise
Central.
Building, corner Second
Second and Gold.
Corner
Phon tSS,
nothing as to the supply for the immediate future. "At the present time,"
he said, "canning needs must be supplied from the regular stock." Mr.
HAY FEVER
Maloy expressed the belief that less
trouble was experienced In enforcing
'
Its alleviation and cure, by' my
the sugar rules in New Mexico. than
combined treatments Of Osteopaw.
in any other state. Mr. Ely followed
thy, Medicine and Flrger Burgsry.
Mr. Ma'oy with a further exposition
HTary and saddle noraea. Trimble'
O. H. CONNER. M. D. D, O.
Red Barn.
Of the sugar situation, v
Office Stern " Building ' V
Afternoon Session.
Phones
Office 665. Rerirtenoe, CM
ROOMS
Major Toulouse, who was in general executive charge of the confer319 12 South First. Phono 321.
ence and handled ft in his usual masn
terly way, opened the afternoon
with a brief presentation of the
work of the retail stores division in DR.
ALONSO
MARRON
USED CAR
behalf of C. O. Cushman, head of tint
S31K WEST CENTRAL
division who was unable to be presLook Over the 'List Yon' May
ent. Hue urged the county adminisPhone 81-W- .
v
Find Just What Yon Wank .
trators to push the, propaganda for
effective conservation widow displays
X One
Oakland Touring,
by the retail stores.
.9450
v
One
Overland
Friendly Investigation.
Touring,
Lieutenant Gregory, chief inspector
.3275
One Overland Roadster. .. .3450
for the food administration In the
One Bulck
state, urged a friendly Spirit n makTouring, . .3950
ing Investigations of all charges und
passenger
One Bulck Touring (Light
also made a strong plea for Increased
9900
)
officials
the
county
production asking
One Studebaker Six,
to urge citizens to follow the example
75 Salespeople
men,
, ...sdO
senger
of State Treasurer Hall In Rio Arriba
MANY ' BARGAINS
AMONG
county who hag donated land, water
iris.'
women
and
Apply
seed and labor to a number of famiTHE ABOVE. , CALL AND
on
THEM
OVER
LOOK
his property.
lies now raising crops
in person at once.
'
on Confectionery. .
q
;
1
L. M. Fee, head of the confectionery
KISTLEFt-OVERLANJ- D
CO.
division, warned. that soft drink disi
"W. Central
710. 313-51- 5
Phone
a stiff proposition on augar for some
lime 9 come aqa, urgeq leniency in
1
yw,.';.u1

WANTED

Red Cross dues. This
a, duty you should not
neglect.

ALADOEGGS

Let Us Send a Man

(

"THE WRIGHT CLOTHING
I

iilCTRlCSHoi

re-ma- rk

ai

Joir7caTwo.BitM

Red Cross club. You are
needed.

.

COMPANY will be closed

today and tomorrow to
and rearrange the stock
for the big Slaughter Sale that
starts Wednesday morning, July

-

10,

..

at 9 a. m.

.

BinloHOUSE

aes-sio-

I

SALE.

...........

WANTED
f

.

$1

$1.25.

C'llaf

Recently

fltv F. Dana Johnson.)
of all the
A strict enforcement
rules and regulations of the United
Staves food administration, tempered
with leniency where Justified, and al-

10c
5o
.

CITY
.

Appointed
Meet
Administrators
County
Instrucfor
.in Albuquerque
tion as' to Duties.

Twenty

yon want more
lie lime to net

Peaches,
Have loduy California s
'.
Native cling Peaches, small, )ouml
Nice fresh Oiciimlicrs, each
(.m il Chili, pound
U. S. Food License No.

Matteucci,

HEtDIN

M.

Monday, July 8,

fc

.,;' "w

i

;

7-

Don't neglect the "Two-BitClub. Join today.

trots

;
!

I

Rod

"

I

msmm4
J

The Real Hoover Candy
Chocolate

Shop Chocolates

GRIMSHAWS
Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to gee .goej

.

';r..;.V'

FRED K. ELLIS,
-

8 10 "SOUTH SIXTH

FIqIIII OOdl CO
'

:

PHONE

'

Fifteen; young men for
buglers for Railway Regi- ' '.
ment. Apply
;

i

OerriUos Lump

WANTED.

-

-

''

tl-- i-

STREET

CrrUkS Store

.,.4:'::V:s

V7Cr.'--

r'1

, ,y ANTB3JACTTE, ALL SIZES; STEAK COAL.
Mill
Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling,
Coke,

lime,

'

